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PREDICTION OF OXIDATION STATES OF CYSTEINES AND DISULFIDE BRIDGES 
IN PROTEINS 
by 
 
AIGUO DU 
Under the Direction of Yi Pan 
ABSTRACT 
 
Knowledge on cysteine oxidation state and disulfide bond connectivity is of great 
importance to protein chemistry and 3-D structures. This research is aimed at finding the most 
relevant features in prediction of cysteines oxidation states and the disulfide bonds connectivity 
of proteins. Models predicting the oxidation states of cysteines are developed with machine 
learning techniques such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Associative Neural Networks 
(ASNNs). A record high prediction accuracy of oxidation state, 95%, is achieved by 
incorporating the oxidation states of N-terminus cysteines, flanking sequences of cysteines and 
global information on the protein chain (number of cysteines, length of the chain and amino 
acids composition of the chain etc.) into the SVM encoding. This is 5% higher than the current 
methods. This indicates to us that the oxidation states of amino terminal cysteines infer the 
oxidation states of other cysteines in the same protein chain. Satisfactory prediction results are 
also obtained with the newer and more inclusive SPX dataset, especially for chains with higher 
number of cysteines. Compared to literature methods, our approach is a one-step prediction 
system, which is easier to implement and use. A side by side comparison of SVM and ASNN is 
conducted. Results indicated that SVM outperform ASNN on this particular problem. 
For the prediction of correct pairings of cysteines to form disulfide bonds, we first study 
disulfide connectivity by calculating the local interaction potentials between the flanking 
  
sequences of the cysteine pairs. The obtained interaction potential is further adjusted by the 
coefficients related to the binding motif of enzymes during disulfide formation and also by the 
linear distance between the cysteine pairs. Finally, maximized weight matching algorithm is 
applied and performance of the interaction potentials evaluated. Overall prediction accuracy is 
unsatisfactory compared with the literature.  
SVM is used to predict the disulfide connectivity with the assumption that oxidation 
states of cysteines on the protein are known. Information on binding region during disulfide 
formation, distance between cysteine pairs, global information of the protein chain and the 
flanking sequences around the cysteine pairs are included in the SVM encoding. Prediction 
results illustrate the advantage of using possible anchor region information.  
  
INDEX WORDS: cysteines, oxidation states, connectivity, disulphide bonds, support vector 
machine (SVM), Associative neural network (ASNN)                                                                                              
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CHAPTER 1    BACKGROUND 
1.1 Cysteine residue and its oxidation states 
Cysteine is one of the few amino acids that contain sulfur. This allows cysteine to bond in 
a special way though disulfide bond and help to maintain the structure of proteins. In addition, 
cysteines play very important roles in the function1, 2 properties 3 as well as aging process of 
proteins4. As was shown in Figure 1, cysteine residues have two possible chemical states in 
proteins: oxidized state and reduced state. These two states are interchangeable when proper 
conditions are met.  In its reduced form, cysteine undergoes chemical reactions such as 
alkylation 5, 6 , oxidation 7 or forming complex compounds with metal ions 8. These chemical 
reactions play critical biological roles such as activation, deactivation of the active sites of 
enzymes and altering the local environment of the proteins.  In their oxidized form, two cysteine 
residues from the same protein chain form intra-chain disulfide bond, which links distant portion 
of a protein chain and provides strong structural constraints in the form of long-range 
interactions9. Two cysteines from different proteins form inter-chain disulfide bond and enable 
more complicated protein structures10,11 and functions12,13.  Interchange between the reduced 
form and oxidized form of cysteines also serves as regulation switches for enzymes14 and other 
proteins.15 Therefore, accurately predicting the oxidation states of cysteine is essential to the 
studies of protein stability16, protein function17,18 and three-dimensional structure19 of proteins. 
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Figure 1  Reduced form and oxidized form of cysteine residues. 
 
 
Experimentally, the determination of bonding states of cysteines involves use of costly 
biomarker  and thiol reagent such as 4-Fluoro-7-sulfoamoylbenzofurazan (ABD-F) in 
combination with techniques such as electrophoresis20 and HPLC21 for quantitative amino acid 
analysis, mass spectroscopy etc22, which are time consuming lab procedures and use costly bio-
grade chemicals as well as expensive equipments. On the other hand, prediction of bonding 
states via computational approaches takes advantage of available knowledge and extends it to 
unknown systems, thus providing us a fast and relatively low cost way of understanding 
biological molecules. Therefore, prediction of the bonding states of cysteines by computational 
methods is of great value and importance. 
1.2 Disulfide bonds 
Disulphide bond is the covalent bond formed between cysteine residues on protein chains. 
They are usually found in proteins that are secreted from cells. Disulfide bonds are considered 
one of the elements of protein tertiary structure and directly contribute to the stability of the 
SH SH S S 
Reduced form Oxidized form 
oxidation
reduction 
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protein 23. Disulfide bonds play very important roles in the folding and stability of many proteins, 
particularly those secreted to the extracellular medium. Figure 2 is an illustration of protein in 3D 
with the disulfide bonds denoted in light green. The disulfide bonds stabilize protein folding in 
several mechanisms: a) They form a protein complex by firmly holding two or more distal 
portions and contribute to stabilize folding topology. b) The disulfide bonds serve as nucleus of 
hydrophobic cores of the folded proteins. c) Disulfide bonds link two or more regions on the 
protein chains increasing the effective local concentration of protein residues and lowering the 
effective local concentration of water molecules. d) The disulfide bonds stabilize alpha helical 
and beta sheet secondary structures and their nearby random loops by repelling water solvable 
molecules that attack residues' hydrogen bonds and break up secondary structures.  e) In 
prokaryotes, disulfide bonds regulate a protein coding gene as protections of bacteria as a 
reversible on-off switch when bacterial cells are exposed to oxidation reactions. f) In eukaryotes, 
disulfide bonds play much more diverse roles and are important to reproductive systems in males. 
The prediction of disulfide bonds is thus an important but difficult task. 
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Illustration of disulfide bonds (shown in light green) on proteins 
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There are two types of disulfide bonds present in proteins, inter-chain and intra-chain 
disulfide bonds [24]. Both are formed by oxidation of two cysteines on the protein chain. As 
illustrated in Figure 3, the inter-chain disulfide bonds are formed between two cysteines from 
two different protein chains and the intra-chain disulfide bonds are formed between two 
cysteines from the same chain. Currently, most of the research efforts in the prediction of 
disulfide bond are focused on the prediction of intra-chain disulfide bonds. In this research only 
the inter-chain disulfide bonds are considered and cysteines that form intra-chain disulfide bonds 
are treated as non-bonded.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Inter-chain disulfide bonds (shown in blue) and intra chain disulfide bonds (purple) 
 
 
As was observed in many proteins, disulfide bonds link distant portions of protein chains 
and provide strong structural constraints in the form of long-range interactions25.  Prediction and 
knowledge of disulfide bond formation (connectivity) is important in reducing the search space 
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of protein conformation. Disulfide bond prediction has great value in predicting the protein 
three-dimensional structure, and in understanding the function and evolution process of proteins. 
With the rapid development in protein modeling and engineering, the ability to accurately predict 
the biologically stable disulfide bridges may even be more useful in introducing extra disulfide 
bonds to protein structures for better stability and controlled folding pathway 26, 27. 
   Prediction of disulphide bonds on a protein chain involves solving following problems28: 
i. Chain classification which distinguishes disulfide containing chains from non-disulfide 
containing chains; ii. Prediction of the oxidation state of cysteines, which identifies the candidate 
cysteines that actually involve in disulfide bonds (oxidation state prediction); iii. Prediction of a 
given pair of cysteines is linked or not (bridge classification) and iv. Prediction of the 
connectivity pattern of all oxidized cysteines on the chain. (connectivity prediction in the level of 
whole protein). Among these, connectivity prediction is the most challenging step. 
 
1.3 Formation of disulfide bonds and role of Protein Disulfide Isomerase (PDI) 
Formation of disulfide bonds in proteins involves de-novo formation and exchange29. 
This process is facilitated by the enzymes named as protein disulphide isomerases (PDI). In the 
next two sections, disulfide bond formation and the catalyst for the reaction are introduced in 
detail. 
1.3.1 Disulfide bond formation 
 
The reaction scheme of disulphide bond formation is shown in Figure 4. In the living 
organisms, the formation and dissociation of disulfide bonds are complicated. It involves not 
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only the direct formation via oxidation of the cysteine pairs, but also the process of error-
correction. In cases where the wrong pair of cysteines is oxidized to form disulfide bond, a 
mechanism called isomerization30 will be activated. Enzyme will scramble the mis-matched pair 
and reform the disulfide bond. PDI catalyzes the formation, rearrangement and breakage of 
disulfide bonds 31 . Although known for more than 30 years, its large size, multi-domain 
architecture and multiple reactive sites of PDI made it difficult to understand its structure and 
reaction mechanism. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Formation of disulfide bonds 
 
 
1.3.2 PDI--- Enzyme that catalyze the formation of disulfide bonds 
Enzymes are defined as a class of multifunctional, multivalent macromolecules with the 
ability to bind small molecules and more importantly, subsequently to affect the reaction32,33 .   
Proper binding between the enzyme and the substrate is the first step of the reaction and crucial 
for the enzyme-catalyzed reaction to occur. Figure 5 illustrates the well-established lock and key 
theory 34 of enzyme-substrate binding. The binding of a substrate to the active site of an enzyme 
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is a very specific interaction. The specificity of binding is usually realized by hydrogen bonds, 
ionic bonds, and hydrophobic interactions35. Once the substrate is bound to the active site of an 
enzyme, multiple mechanisms can accelerate its conversion to the product of the reaction.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Illustration of mechanism of enzyme based on lock and key model [34, 36]. 
 
 
 PDIs are a group of enzymes that facilitate and catalyze the formation, rearrangement 
and cleavage of disulfide bonds in secreted proteins. They are versatile in the catalysis of 
formation of new disulfide bonds, rearrangement of existing disulfide bonds as well as 
dissociation of undesired disulfide bonds. The multi-domain structure of PDI is believed to be 
the reason for this versatility. PDI consists of four major domains denoted as a, b, b’ and a’. 
There is a common characteristic37 about the reactive sites of PDI domains that assisted in 
forming disulfide bonds: a universal Cys-X-X-Cys pattern in the reactive site. (Different sub-
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families tend to have different amino acids between the two cysteines, however, in one sub-
family, the amino acids between the two reactive cysteines tend to be very well preserved).  
Ruddock et al. [38] found that PDIp, a glycosylated PDI-related protein pancreas, has a 
special binding motif to its substrate: a tyrosyl side chain with a free phenolic hydroxyl group.  
Experiments indicated that if the sequence in the binding region is altered or blocked, the binding 
affinity of the PDIp and protein chain was greatly reduced; hence disulfide bonds were formed in 
a much less efficient manner.  Pirneskoski et al. 39  identified the primary substrate binding 
region of PDI by modeling the tertiary structure of the b’ domain and by mutation experiments 
within the site. 
Based on the identified binding motifs of PDIp and the substrate binding region obtained 
by modeling the tertiary structure of some domains on the reactive sites of enzyme, it is believed 
that identification of the bonding sites between enzyme and substrate protein would gave 
valuable information on the actual pairings of cysteines. Similar to the situation when passengers 
try to buckle up the seatbelt when riding in a vehicle, the task performer (hand) has to hold one 
end of the belt to get it clicked in the other end. The assumption is that finding the binding sites 
of PDIs would provide some additional information on the location of disulfide bonds that were 
catalyzed by PDIs. 
1.4 Influencing Factors for the purpose of prediction 
The formation of disulfide bonds involves bringing the two cysteines into very close proximity 
and the process has to be facilitated by PDIs. Therefore the flanking sequences, the physical-
chemical property of the whole protein, as well as other biological factors such as secondary 
structure and solvent accessibility play important roles. These factors have been accounted for in 
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the prediction of disulfide connectivity and the oxidation states of cysteines in literature. Here 
these factors are briefly introduced and their effects on the predictions are explained. 
1.4.1 Flanking sequences around cysteines 
Flanking sequences refer to the neighboring amino acids around cysteine. The polarity, 
hydrophobicity and charge of these neighboring amino acids provide physical-chemical 
environment for the formation of disulfide bonds. Because the formation of disulfide bond brings 
the flanking sequences around the cysteines to close proximity, the composition of the flanking 
amino acids directly contribute to the stability of the disulfide bonds formed. Figure 6 is an 
illustration of flanking sequences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Flanking sequences around cysteine 
 
 
L K A F D C A L G I W 
Flanking sequences Flanking sequences 
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Flanking sequences can be either represented by the order relative to the cysteine or by 
the frequency of each amino acid in the neighborhood. When represented in order, the interaction 
between the flanking sequences of two cysteines that form disulfide bonds is emphasized.  
1.4.2 Global sequence information 
Global sequence information includes number of cysteines in the chain, chain length and 
amino acid composition. This information indirectly indicates the size and the polarity of the 
protein chain.     
1.4.3 Other biological factors  
Except flanking sequences and the global sequence information described above, other 
biological factors such as secondary structure and solvent accessibility may also be useful. For 
an example, research found that formation of disulfide bonds greatly accelerate secondary 
structure formation in the folding of proteins40.  And there is slightly more probability to find 
oxidized cysteines on β sheets than other secondary structures41.  Solvent accessibility sheds 
light on how accessible a cysteine is to the reaction and stability to outside attacks.  
1.4.4 Interactions between flanking sequences 
 
This is specifically for the prediction of paring of cysteines to form disulfide bonds. 
When two cysteines form disulfide bond, the flanking sequences of both cysteines were brought 
to close proximity and inevitably interact with each other. The nature of the interaction 
contributes to the stability of the disulfide bond. Due to the critical roles of disulfide bonds in 
maintaining the proper 3D structures, the stability of the disulfide bonds formed is very much 
preferred. Therefore, contact potential or interactions between flanking sequences around 
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cysteines has been used as a criterion for actual cysteine pairing99. Figure 7 illustrates the 
interaction between flanking sequences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Interaction between flanking sequences. 
 
 
 
The interaction between flanking sequences of cysteine i and cysteine j can be computed 
by ∑∑
∈ ∈
=
i jSk Sl
ji lkU ),(,ω , where Si and Sj are the sets containing the nearest neighboring residues of 
cysteine i an cysteine j.  
1.4.5    Distance between cysteine pairs 
Distance between cysteine pairs can indicate the size of the protein in 3D structures and 
has been used for predicting the probability of cysteine pairing in lliterature54.  Statistical 
analysis on 1018 protein chains with disulfide bonds indicate that close to 85% of disulfide 
bonds occur between cysteine pairs of  60 amino acid apart or less. Only 50% of the non-bonded 
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pairs have distance less than 60 amino acids. Therefore, when combined with other influencing 
factors, the distance between cysteine pairs can be used as a useful indicator in predictions. 
 
1.5  Signal hypothesis on secreted and membrane proteins 
Biochemistry textbook23 showed that disulfide bonds are most commonly found in 
secreted proteins. A Nobel prize-winning procedure called pulse-chase experiment allows 
researchers to track the pathway of proteins from its synthesis to the final stage when the protein 
reaches its cellular destination 42 , 43 , 44 , 45 . Nobel laureate George Palade and his coworkers 
illustrated that endoplasmic Reticulum(ER) (the irregular structure seen in Figure 8) is the 
essential organelle in the cells where membrane components are synthesized. Hence ER is a 
place of very active protein synthesis and after synthesis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Cross section of animal cell 
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After synthesis in the rough ER area, the new protein has to leave the ER and travel 
through the membrane and reach its destination. It can be envisioned that it is difficult to 
transport a long protein chain into or through a membrane (lipid in composition) once it had been 
made in an aqueous environment, primarily because proteins behave differently in water and in 
lipid. In water, a protein tends to exposes its hydrophilic portion to the environment and keeps 
the hydrophobic core to itself. And in lipid, the hydrophilic portion of the chain is hidden and 
hydrophobic part exposed. Results of pulse chase experiments confirmed that that secreted 
proteins were synthesized in the rough ER, not on free ribosome in the cytosol where the 
secreted proteins are found to be present. This indicates that membrane and secreted proteins are 
transported through the membrane as they were being made.  
 One of the famous hypotheses on how the secreted and membrane proteins are 
transported out of ER after synthesis is the signal hypothesis. It was first proposed by Blobel and 
Sabatini46 in 1975. Based on experimental observations, Blobel and Sabatini believed that the 
first part (N-terminus) of any membrane or secretary protein contains a special amino acids 
sequence that binds to some receptor in the ER membrane. This binding peptide contributes in 
two ways.  1. It attaches the mRNA, ribosome, and newly synthesized protein to the ER. 2.  It 
threads the protein through the membrane to get out of ER and obtain the correct fold (Figure 9).  
After the transportation, the signal sequence may be nibbled off by an enzyme called signal 
peptidase. The signal hypothesis is supported by experiments and it is now generally believed to 
be essentially true, although scientists in the field agree that what is really happening in the cell 
is more complicated than this simple model suggested. 
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Figure 9: Protein transport according to signal hypothesis 
  
From the biological evidences supporting signal hypothesis, it is clear that not all part of protein 
is critical for prediction purposes. Protein folding occurs after the protein’s synthesis and 
secretion and the folding process requires the assistance of many enzymes and co-factors.  
Binding sites and recognizing sites are crucial for these enzymes and co-factors to work properly. 
As the first part of the protein to be transported outside of the membranes and obtain its correct 
folds, the N-terminus of the protein can not be neglected. And it is a reasonable suspect that the 
N-terminus of a protein carries more information than other part of the chain. Effectively capture 
of the most relevant features such as the N-terminus of the protein will greatly help with the 
predictions. 
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CHAPTER 2 INTRODUCTION 
 
As it is seen in the background introduction in the previous chapter, there are a number of 
factors that could influence the oxidation states of cysteines as well as the connectivity of 
oxidized cysteines on proteins. Except the biological factors, various prediction methods such as 
artificial neural networks, support vector machines, statistical methods were used to capture the 
most of the characteristics of the oxidation and connectivity patterns. And because of the 
different ways influence factors were represented and the model was built as well as the way 
prediction error was assessed and minimized, the prediction methods to be used for prediction 
also have an impact on the final accuracy. In this chapter, the motivation for the way in which 
prediction done were first briefly introduced and then the organization of this thesis is outlined 
for the prediction of oxidation states of cysteines and for the prediction of connectivity pattern of 
disulfide bonds. 
2.1  Prediction of oxidation states of cysteines 
As noted in the previous chapter, knowledge of the oxidation states of cysteines infer a 
lot of information about the protein such as local sequence environment, the possible three 
dimensional structure of protein and in some cases, the function and working mechanisms of the 
protein.  For the prediction of oxidation states of cysteines, flanking sequences around the 
cysteines in consideration and the characteristic of the whole protein were among the most 
commonly used. And sequences other than the flanking sequences of the protein were given 
equal amount of consideration. This might not necessarily be a fair decision because from signal 
hypothesis, it is apparent that certain part of protein can be more informative than other parts in 
certain aspects. Based on these thoughts, it might be more reasonable to give more emphasis on 
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the one end of protein chains that carry more information during transportation and folding 
process. Therefore in this research, except the commonly used characters such as flanking 
sequences and global protein information, the oxidation state information of the amino terminus 
of protein were also incorporated in the prediction. It is believed that his assumption is more 
experimentally achievable than assuming the knowledge of the transition probability of the 
oxidations states of protein chains in the particular testing sets. 
As far as prediction methods are concerned, machine learning techniques were adopted 
mainly because of their proven effectiveness in extracting information from existing data47.  
Improved artificial neural networks and support vector machines were both adopted in this 
research and comparison was made.    
2.2 Prediction of connectivity pattern of cysteines 
Connectivity pattern prediction is a challenging and yet very biological meaningful task. 
It is challenging because there are two many possibilities of disulfide bonding for a given protein 
and many factors can influence the final connection patter. Even in the living organism, 
sometimes the Protein Disulfide Isomerases would have to provide an extra function to 
dissociate the wrongly formed disulfide bonds and reform the correct foldings. However, 
correctly predicting the disulfide connectivity can also be very rewarding, mainly because of the 
critical roles disulfide bonds provide in order to have a stabilized three dimensional protein 
structure. In this research, a different approach from past research efforts (will be detailed in 
Chapter 5) was proposed and tested. Multiple sequence alignments were first conducted on a 
number of proteins to confirm the existence of the conserved binding motifs on protein followed 
by either incorporating these features into calculation of flanking sequence interaction or 
integrating the binding motif information into the encodings of machine learning techniques. 
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Then two different prediction approaches in evaluating the disulfide formation probability of 
cysteine pairs. For the first approach, the interaction between the flanking amino acids between 
cysteine pairs was first calculated. Then the interaction was further adjusted according to 
whether the binding motif was located and by checking the distance between cysteine pairs. 
Based on the adjusted interactions for all possible pairs, a maximum weighted graph matching 
algorithm was applied to the completely connected graph constructed from all possible pairs of 
cysteines with the weight of each edge to be the adjusted interaction. The prediction of disulfide 
bridges via calculated interaction between flanking sequences is described in detail in Chapter 5. 
In the second approach, the binding motif, flanking sequences around both cysteines, 
global information of the protein chain and the distance between cysteine pairs were 
incorporated into the encoding for machine learning techniques. Through machine learning, the 
probability of disulfide formation to each possible pair of cysteines was assigned according to 
the model built by machine learning techniques. And this probability was used as the weight for 
the connection between the cysteine pair. Then maximum weighted graph matching algorithm is 
applied to the graph obtained and top n connections in the resulted graph are selected to be 
disulfide bridges.  Chapter 6 covers the details of the prediction by machine learning approach 
based on the binding motif of PDIs. 
2.3 Organization 
This research is organized as follows: in chapter 3, related works on the prediction of 
cysteine oxidation state were first reviewed, followed by prediction of oxidation states of 
cysteines using new set of SVM encoding which accounted for the N-terminus cysteines. 
Different influencing factors were discussed in details. Chapter 4 is prediction of oxidation states 
of cysteines using Associative Neural Networks (ASNN). The performance of both methods was 
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compared. The next two chapters mainly focus on the prediction of connectivity of cysteines. In 
chapter 5, related literatures were reviewed on the computation and prediction of disulfide 
connectivity. Then prediction of disulfide connectives by calculating the direct interactions 
between the flanking sequences of cysteine pairs was discussed. In chapter 6, based on the 
results from multiple sequence alignments, new predictive method based on searching for 
enzyme anchor sites is introduced and influencing factors discussed. Predictions based on the 
interaction of flanking sequences, global protein features, distance of the cysteine pairs as well as 
binding motifs to PDIs were discussed and prediction performance compared. Chapter 7 
summarizes this work and future improvements were proposed.  
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CHAPTER 3 PREDICTING THE OXIDATION STATES OF CYSTEINES USING 
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES (SVMs) 
 
 
3.1 Related works on prediction of oxidation states of cysteines 
Prediction of bonding states via computational approaches takes advantage of available 
knowledge and extends it to unknown systems, thus providing us a fast and cost-effective way of 
understanding biological molecules. Therefore, prediction of the bonding states of cysteines by 
computational methods is of great value and importance. 
There have been a number of studies in the prediction of the bonding states of cysteines 
via computational approaches. Muskal et al48 obtained 81% accuracy by using neural network 
with the sequence information around the cysteines as inputs.   Fiser et al.49  performed statistical 
analysis on the amino acid frequencies in the sequence environment of cysteines and achieved 
71% accuracy on a different testing set. Mucchielli-Giorgi et al.50 assessed the relative efficiency 
of different descriptors in predicting the cysteine disulfide bonding states and concluded that the 
amino acid content of the whole protein is more informative than the flanking sequences. This 
approach yielded 84% accuracy. Martelli et al, 51 , 52 implemented a new hybrid system that 
combines a neural network and a hidden Markov model (hidden neural network) and obtained an 
overall accuracy of 88%. Frasconi et al 53 introduced support vector machines (SVM) based 
predictor that operated in two stages which incorporated information at the protein level and 
local sequences and achieved an accuracy of 83.6%.   
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By using the SVM based on multiple feature vectors and statistical results on cysteine 
state sequences on the dataset, Chen et al.54 achieved the record high accuracy of 90%.  This is 
the current record for the prediction of oxidation state of cysteines. In this work, it was pointed 
out that cysteine state sequence has significant influence on the prediction accuracy. Most 
recently, Ceroni et al55 employed SVM binary classifier to predict the bonding states of each 
cysteine, followed by a refinement step that takes the overall bonding state assignment of the 
entire chain into consideration and achieved an accuracy of 88%. The literature was summarized 
in Table 1. 
 
Table I: Summary of past efforts on prediction of oxidation states of cysteines 
 
year author methods input 
accuracy 
(%) 
1990 
Muskal et 
al48 neural networks sliding window of flanking sequences 81 
1992 
Fiser A et 
al49 statistical analysis sequence around cysteines 71 
1999 
Fariselli 
et al 56 
multiple sequence 
alignments evolutionary information 81 
2000 
Fiser A et 
al49 
multiple sequence 
alignments statistical analysis on flanking sequences 82 
2002 
Mucchielli 
et al50 logistic functions 
subsets of proteins homogeneous in terms of 
their amino acid content 84 
2002 
Muartelli 
et al52 
hidden neural 
networks both local and global characteristics of proteins 88 
2004 
chen et 
al54 
support vector 
machine 
flanking sequences, global protein info, cys-
oxidation state pattern 90 
 
 
 
3.2 Introduction to Support Vector Machines 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a learning system that uses a hypothesis space of 
linear functions in a high dimensional feature space, trained with a learning algorithm from 
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optimization theory57.  This learning scheme was designed by Vapnik and his co-workers58 and 
proved to be a very powerful machine learning technique since its introduction.  
Before proceeding to introduce SVM, how the prediction errors (risks of predictions) are 
assessed in machine learning will be briefly discussed. For any single data point (x,y),  where y 
is predicted to be f(x), the prediction error can be evaluated by simply comparing the predicted 
result f(x) with the actual value y. If they match, the prediction error is 0, otherwise, prediction 
error is 1.   
 
 
For learning machines, the error associated with the training set of the learning machine 
is called empirical risk.  Suppose a learning machine with adjustable parameter λ, and input data 
pairs are in the form of (xi,yi), the empirical risk Rem is evaluated as the mean error over the 
training data: 
 
 
where l is the size of the training data.  
 The expected error for testing is called the actual risk and it can be calculated by  
 
 
where P(x,y) is some distribution probability from which the testing data are drawn.   
Conventional machine learning techniques such as neural networks emphasize the 
minimization of empirical risk, which is the average error over the training set and does not take 
much effort to reduce the prediction error. Different from these conventional machine learning 
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techniques, SVM engages in Structural Risk Minimization (SRM). The goal of SRM is to 
achieve a trade-off between empirical risk and the capacity of the learning machine. In the next 
paragraph, how SVM computes the classification models is very briefly introduced and the 
advantages of SVM offers are summarized. 
3.2.1  Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for linearly separable data 
As shown in Figure 10, for a group of linearly separable data, there exists a hyper plane 
(solid dark line) that separate the two classes. w is a vector normal to the separation hyper plane 
and b is the distance from the hyper plane to the reference point. This hyper plane can be denoted 
as: 
                                                                           
And the two classes satisfy the following inequalities: 
 
  
The inequalities can be generalized to be:  
 
Now consider the data points that are nearest to the separation hyper plane and these data 
points defines two new hyper planes (shown in dotted line in Figure 10) that are parallel to the 
separation hyper plane. Intuitively, the larger the distance between these two new hyper planes, 
the better chance it is for a better classification model. This distance between the new hyper 
planes is called margin. Therefore, finding the data points that define hyper planes with 
maximum margin between the two classes will result in minimized prediction error. The margin 
can be calculated as    
                                                                                    .   
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Figure 10: Calculation of support vectors for simple classification problem 
 
 
 Finding minimized ||w|| can be done through Lagragian formulation and subsequently 
linear programming. Those points that define the hyper planes with maximized margin are the 
support vectors.  
3.2.2 Advantages of SVM  
Compared with other machine learning techniques, SVM has a number of superior 
properties, such as effective avoidance of over-fitting, the ability to handle large feature spaces 
and information condensing of the given data set etc. It has been successfully applied to a wide 
range of pattern recognition problems, including isolated handwritten digit recognition, object 
recognition, speaker identification, and text categorization, etc. Figure 11 illustrates the process 
of information discovery and where SVM fits in the process. Before applying SVM, it is 
important to know that data selection and sampling is crucial to the prediction accuracy. SVM 
Margin 
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provides an efficient tool for successful classification.  Without meaningful feature selections, 
SVM itself is limited in giving meaningful predictions. 
 
 
 
  
  
Figure 11: Process of information discovery from data bases 
 
 
3.2.3 Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for non-linearly separable data 
In the previous section, how support vectors were obtained for linearly separable was 
briefly illustrated. It is very similar for the case of non-linearly separable data. For complicated 
data that can not be separated linearly, kernel functions can be applied to make them linearly 
separable in a higher dimension (shown in Figure 12).  Then these data would be able to be 
treated as linearly separable and apply the fore-mentioned algorithm to calculate the support 
vectors. 
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Figure 12 Transform non-linearly separable data to linearly separable in higher dimension by 
kernel method 
 
3.2.4 SVM encodings 
Given data x1, . . . , x1, the label (also called target) for these data was set as +1 if xi is in 
class 1 (in our case, +1 if the cysteine residue is bonded with another cysteine in the same protein 
chain (intra-chain bonded) ) and set as -1 if xi belongs to class 2 (in our case, -1 if the cysteine 
residue is non-bounded or is bonded with another cysteine from a different protein chain (inter-
chain bonded)). Then with these training data, SVM solves an optimization problem for binary 
classification:  
The SVM encodings are comprised of target value followed by multiple feature:value 
vectors of the following format59: 
<line> .=. <target> <feature>:<value> <feature>:<value> ... <feature>:<value> # <info> 
Where the target, feature and value are defined as the following: 
<target> .=. +1 | -1 | 0 | <float>  
<feature> .=. <integer> | "qid" 
<value> .=. <float> 
<info> .=. <string> 
 
(a) Non linearly separable 
x
x1
x
x1 
(b) Linearly separable  
x3
K(xi,xj)
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In applications, SVM is usually first trained to recognize the input patterns. Based on the 
training dataset, SVM computes support vectors and returns a value for each line of input in the 
testing dataset. The decision was made based on the magnitude of value returned by SVM. 
Usually a +1 decision is assigned if the returned value was larger than 0. Otherwise, -1 is 
assigned.  
 
3.3 Motivation of this research 
As described in the previous section, SVM techniques has been applied to the prediction of 
oxidation states of cysteines in previous research efforts 54,55 and it has been shown that SVM is 
effective in improving the prediction accuracy over the past research that utilized other 
techniques such as statistical analysis and neural networks. However, both Chen54 and Ceroni’s 
55 works involve two steps. The first step is to use the flanking sequences around the cysteine 
residue considered and global information on the whole protein chain as the input to the SVM 
and obtain a rough estimation of the bonding states of cysteines. Then a second refining step is 
applied to assign the bonding states of all cysteines on the protein chain.  
These research efforts demonstrated to us that flanking sequence and global environment 
parameters are crucial to the predictive accuracy. However, after studying these research 
methods, question arises on if SVM can also handle the second step used in previous research. 
For an example, in Chen et al’s work, the second step calculates the probability of the oxidation 
states of cysteines based on the oxidation states of other cysteines on the chain. And this 
calculation helps to improve the predictive accuracy from 88% to 90%, which indicate that 
oxidation states of one cysteine on the protein chain does affect the oxidation state of other 
cysteines. As it was generally known, SVM solves classification and regression problems by 
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“simultaneously minimizing the empirical classification error and maximize the geometric 
margin”60.  SVM can take a large number of vectors in each training/classification example 
without compromising too much as far as computation time is concerned. Theoretically, every 
relevant factor can be encoded into the input to SVM, although initially it may not be clear which 
of these factors are more directly related to the prediction than the others.  
Here we propose the use of a single step of SVM classification, which incorporate all 
relevant information into the SVM classification and minimizes the chance of mis-classification 
caused by a two step process. The idea is to incorporate all possible combinations of influencing 
factors into the input vectors and let the SVM build a model and determine which factor or 
combination of factors gave the best prediction results.  
In our consideration of possible influencing factors, we take information such as flanking 
sequence, global information into consideration. Examining the 90% accuracy paper in a greater 
detail (Figure 13), it can be found that the 90% accuracy is actually obtained by assuming the 
statistics of the oxidations states for protein chains in the dataset was known before any 
prediction was performed. In actual situation, we may not be so lucky to know the statistics of 
the oxidations states for proteins with certain number of cysteines in the testing dataset. And it is 
very possible that the protein chain we are trying to predict is so different from the statistical data 
we used in the prediction that it leads to totally inaccurate prediction.  
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Figure 13: A closer look at the two step process in the current record holder54. 
 
 
Based on these thoughts, and inspired by the signal hypothesis for secreted and 
membrane proteins, as well as the biological findings that the terminals of proteins usually carry 
critical signals for the whole protein chain61, 62, 63, 64,65,66, 67, we think it is more reasonable to 
assume the knowledge of the cysteines on the one end of protein chains. We believe this 
assumption is experimentally achievable than assuming the pre-knowledge of the bonding 
probability of the oxidations states of protein chains in the particular testing sets. Encodings to 
SVM were developed by assuming the knowledge of the bonding states of the first and second 
cysteines on the amino terminal of the protein chain. In combination of flanking sequence 
information, and global information such as amino acid composition and chain length etc, the 
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developed encoding is expected to establish the relationship between the determining factors 
about the oxidation states and the overall accuracy of prediction.  
Also to push the assumption of known oxidation states of all other cysteines to the upper 
limit, we tried adding a new set of vectors that uniquely identify each individual cysteine residue 
and its reduction/oxidation state environment (oxidation states of all its peers in the same chain) 
and found it does not outperform in performance where the amino terminus cysteines states were 
assumed. This confirms our assumption that the first couple of cysteines are crucial for 
determination of oxidation states of other cysteines on the chain. 
Also the last effort seen in prediction of oxidation states of cysteine using neural 
networks was in 2002. Since then, more powerful and efficient neural nets has been developed 
such as ASNN, which aims at correcting the bias caused by traditional neural networks and at the 
same time provides a more efficient way in training with new datasets. Therefore, we also 
adopted ASNN in our prediction in chapter 4 and studied the effectiveness of this technique in 
the prediction of oxidation states of cysteines. A side by side comparison of SVM with ASNN 
was also done in next chapter. 
 
3.4 Prediction of oxidation states of cysteines by SVM 
In this section, SVM was used to predict the oxidation states of cysteines. Multiple 
sequence features were encoded for the purpose of training.   
3.4.1 Encodings with pre-knowledge of oxi-states of N-terminal cysteines 
Multiple feature vectors composed of information on flanking sequences, global 
information of the protein chain, oxidation states of up to two cysteines on the amino end of 
protein chain and ordinal number of the cysteine being considered were used in this study. The 
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overall encoding is arranged in the following order: target(1/-1), vectors for global information, 
vector for ordinal number of cysteine in consideration, vectors for flanking sequences and 
vectors for oxidation states pattern of up to two cysteines on the amino terminal of the interested 
protein chain. The overall coding layout is illustrated in Figure 14. The encoding details of all 
available information are described in detail in following paragraphs. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14 Coding layout of the multiple feature vectors (from left to right)  
 
3.4.1.1 Global information vector:  
The global information vector is composed of two parts. One corresponds to the general 
information of the protein such as total number of cysteines and the total number of amino acids 
in the protein chain. The other part corresponds to the actual amino acid composition of the 
protein chain. In previous research by Chen et al.54, it was found that by inclusion of global 
information, the predicting accuracy was greatly improved. To improve the accuracy of the 
prediction, we have the global information vectors included in some of our tests. The features for 
these two sets of vectors were randomly chosen. “1” was used as the feature for total number of 
cysteines and “10” was used as the feature for the protein length (number of amino acids on 
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chain).  And from 350 to 370 indicates the actual percentage of certain amino acids in the whole 
chain. (AA% =total number of AA/total number of amino acids on the chain  x 100). 
3.4.1.2 Oxidation pattern vectors: 
The oxidation pattern vectors are composed of two parts: the ordinal number vector and 
the oxidation pattern of up to two cysteines on the amino end of the protein chain, which we 
believed that combined with the flanking sequences, form a unique representation for each of  
the cysteines on the same protein chain.  
3.4.1.3 Ordinal number vector: 
 The ordinal number vector locates where the cysteine in consideration is located relative 
to the other cysteines in the protein. We used 5 as the feature value for this vector because we put 
it in the front part of the encoding. Other feature value should also work fine as long as the entire 
encoding for all cysteines is consistent. To make the value of this vector have the similar 
magnitude as the amino acid representation used in the flanking sequences, we multiplied this 
ordinal number by 10. For example, if the sixth cysteine is considered, the vector is designated as 
5:60. This vector is the key difference of the encoding used in this study from previous SVM 
encodings. By indicating the ordinal number of the cysteine in consideration, the encodings of 
cysteines on the same protein chain became distinctive from each other.    
3.4.1.4 Oxidation states pattern of N terminal cysteines 
 The vectors for oxidation state pattern of amino terminal cysteines describe the oxidation 
states of up to two cysteines on the amino end of the chain. The features of these vectors can be 
any number, as long as it is consistent with the whole encoding and manifest the order of the 
cysteines in the protein chain. Number 10 was used as the value of the vector if the cysteine 
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belongs to an intra-chain disulfide bond and -10 if it does not present in intra-chain disulfide 
bonds.   
3.4.1.5 Flanking sequences vectors.  
The flanking sequence vectors are determined by the n adjacent amino acids of cysteines, 
where n is the window size. In this study, the feature for each amino acid manifested how close 
the residue is to the cysteine in consideration. The value of the vector for the amino acid is 
determined by the physical-chemical properties of the flanking amino acids.  Representations 
(See appendix I) developed by Meiler et al.68 were used in this study, which accounted for five 
parameters of the 20 amino acids. The five parameters include graph shape index, polarizability, 
volume, hydrophobicity and isoelectric point of amino acids.  Two encoding schemes for the 
flanking sequences were used: by order and by frequency. 
Flanking sequence By order: The features of flanking sequence vectors is encoded as 
how far away flanking amino acid is close to the cysteine. The value of the vector is the amino 
acid representation previously mentioned. To accommodate the situation when 50 flanking 
amino acids were encoded the feature of the oxidation pattern vectors for cysteines are 
correspondingly incremented. It was tested that as long as the encoding is consistent in the while 
dataset, there is no difference in the testing results.  
Flanking sequence by frequency:  The feature of the flanking sequence vectors is the 
amino acid representations mentioned above. The value of the vector is the frequency the residue 
appeared in the considered flanking sequence window. 
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 Table II: Example encodings for a protein chain that has six cysteines with the oxidation patter 
as ORROOO.  
 
Cys 
being 
encoded 
target Global 
Vectors 
Ordinal 
vector 
Flanking 
sequence 
vectors 
Vectors describing 
oxidation pattern of 
other cysteines 
1st cys 1 XX..X 5:10 AA..A 101:-10  
2nd cys -1 XX..X 5:20 BB...B 101:10  
3rd cys -1 XX..X 5:30 CC..C 101:10 102:-10  
4th cys 1 XX..X 5:40 DD..D 101:10 102:-10  
5th cys 1 XX..X 5:50 EE…E 101:10 102:-10  
6th cys 1 XX..X 5:60 FF…F 101:10 102:-10  
 
Note: (O: oxidized form, R: reduced form; XX…X denotes the vectors for global information. And AA…A to 
FF…F denote the flanking sequence of the cysteine in consideration. The encoding details of the global information 
and flanking sequences were described in the encoding section and not shown in table I.) 
 
Table II is an illustration of the encoding used for a protein chain with six cysteines. The 
sample protein has a cysteine oxidation pattern of ORROOO.  
3.4.2  Extending the assumption - with known oxidation pattern of whole chain 
To evaluate how the amino terminus cysteines’ oxidation pattern influence the oxidation 
states of other cysteines on the protein chain, we extended our assumption to upper limit—
assuming the oxidation pattern is known and see how much this assumption outperform the N-
terminus cysteines’ oxidation states. Multiple feature vectors composed of information on 
flanking sequences, global information of the protein chain, oxidation states pattern of cysteines 
and ordinal number of the cysteine being considered were used in this study. The overall coding 
is arranged in the following order: target(1/-1), vectors for global information, vector for ordinal 
number of cysteine in consideration, vectors for flanking sequences and vectors for oxidation 
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states pattern of other cysteines. The overall coding layout is illustrated in Figure 15. The 
encoding details of the oxidation pattern is described in detail and illustrated in Table II. 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Coding layout of the multiple feature vectors (from left to right) 
 
 
The oxidation pattern vectors are composed of two parts: the ordinal number vector and 
the oxidation pattern of all other cysteines on the protein chain form a unique representation of 
the cysteines on the same protein chain. The ordinal number vector was described in detail in 
previous section.  These oxidation pattern vectors (abbreviated as pattern) is believed to be the 
most contributing factor in training the SVM to differentiate the bonded cysteines from those that 
are not bonded. 
The vectors for oxidation state pattern of other cysteines describe the oxidation states of 
all other cysteines in the chain. These vectors, paired with the ordinal number of the cysteine in 
consideration, gave a unique tag for each of the cysteine in the chain. The features of these 
vectors can be any number, as long as it is consistent with the whole encoding and manifest the 
order of the cysteines in the protein chain. Number 10 was used as the value of the vector if the 
cysteine belongs to an intra-chain disulfide bond and -10 if it does not present in intra-chain 
1/-1 
Vectors      
for global 
info 
Vectors for 
flanking 
sequences 
Vectors for oxidation 
state pattern of other 
cysteines 
Vector for 
ordinal number 
of cysteine in 
consideration 
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disulfide bonds.  Note that the cysteine being considered was not included in the coding of the 
pattern since its ordinal number has already represented its actual location in the chain. Leaving 
out the oxidation state of the cysteine in consideration provided a distinctive set of vectors for 
each cysteine on the chain.  For example, if we denote O as oxidized cysteines and R as cysteines 
in the reduced form, a chain with 6 cysteines in the order of ORROOO would give the encoding 
for all cysteines in the chain as the encodings in Table III. 
 
Table III: Example encodings for a protein chain that has six cysteines with the oxidation patter 
as ORROOO.  
 
 
Cys 
being 
encoded 
target Global 
Vectors 
Ordinal 
vector 
Flanking 
sequence 
vectors 
Vectors describing 
oxidation pattern of 
other cysteines 
1st cys 1 XX..X 5:10 AA..A 101:-10 102:-10 
103:10 104:10 105:10 
2nd cys -1 XX..X 5:20 BB...B 101:10 102:-10 
103:10 104:10 105:10 
3rd cys -1 XX..X 5:30 CC..C 101:10 102:-10 
103:10 104:10 105:10 
4th cys 1 XX..X 5:40 DD..D 101:10 102:-10 103:-
10 104:10 105:10 
5th cys 1 XX..X 5:50 EE…E 101:10 102:-10 103:-
10 104:10 105:10 
6th cys 1 XX..X 5:60 FF…F 101:10 102:-10 103:-
10 104:10 105:10 
 
Note: O: oxidized form, R: reduced form; XX…X denotes the vectors for global information. And AA…A to FF…F 
denotes the flanking sequence of the cysteine in consideration. The encoding details of the global information and 
flanking sequences were described in the encoding section and not shown here. 
 
 
3.4.3 Encodings with more emphasis on the N-terminus information but no assumptions 
Because of the signal hypothesis on secreted and membrane proteins and biological 
literatures that indicates the N-terminus of a protein contains more structural information that 
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other part of the protein, it is tempting to simply include the N-terminus sequences and check if 
the N-terminus sequences, rather than the oxidation states of cysteines on the N-terminus, will 
contribute to the prediction of cysteines’ oxidation states.  Encoded in this part were global 
information vectors, flanking sequence vectors of the cysteine in consideration and the amino 
acid sequences around the first two cysteines. The detailed encoding are very similar to what was 
described for section 2.3.1 except no assumption of cysteine states on N terminus and the 
flanking sequences around the first two cysteines were included in the encoding. 
3.5 Data sets 
Two dataset are used in this study. The first one is the same as the one used in research 
done by Martelli et al51. The dataset is comprised of 4136 cysteine-containing segments.  There 
are 1446 segments in the disulfide bonded states and 2690 segments in the non-bonded states. 
The segments were extracted from 969 non homologous proteins from Protein Data Bank 
(PDB)69. The sequence identity of the set is less than 25% and there is no chain breaks. Table IV 
lists the number of sequences in the dataset divided according to the number of cysteines on each 
protein chain. In this dataset, cysteines that form inter-chain disulfide bonds were classified as 
non-bonded or free cysteines.  The results reported in this work were from 20-fold cross-
validation.  
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Table IV:  statistics of dataset used for cysteine oxidation states prediction, divided according 
to the number of cysteines on each protein chain. 
 
 
 
Number of cysteines per 
chain 
Number of sequences 
in dataset 
1 187 
2 207 
3 106 
4 144 
5 71 
6 80 
7 35 
8 55 
9 18 
10 16 
11 4 
12 16 
14 7 
15 1 
16 8 
17 2 
18 4 
22 1 
23 1 
24 3 
30 1 
34 1 
35 1 
TOTAL 969 
 
 
The second data set was compiled by Chen et al28. This dataset was first used in 200628 
and consist of more new sequences from PDB. The dataset was obtained by downloading all 
proteins from the PDB (sequences up to May 17, 2004). Among the 25,465 proteins, 26.8% 
contain at least one disulfide bond, 89% of which contain exclusively intra-chain disulfide bonds.  
SPX was obtained by further filtering based on the homology-derived secondary structure of 
Proteins (HSSP) distance70 (cutoff distance was set to 10) and 1018 chains were retained in the 
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dataset. The SPX dataset has a total of 5983 cysteines and 15% (901) of them are in reduced 
form. The statistics of this dataset is shown in the following table (Table V). 
Table V:  the number of sequences in the dataset, divided according to the number of cysteines 
on each protein chain. 
 
n: number of cysteines on 
chain  number of chains with n cys 
2 193 
3 71 
4 204 
5 53 
6 223 
7 31 
8 92 
9 18 
10 55 
11 5 
12 25 
13 2 
14 13 
15 1 
16 8 
17 5 
18 4 
19 1 
20 3 
21 1 
24 3 
28 1 
32 2 
34 1 
35 1 
50 1 
54 1 
Total 1018 
 
Except the SPX contains more and newer sequences in the dataset, another difference 
between the SPX dataset and the previous dataset was that SPX dataset does not contain inter 
chain disulfide bonds and cysteines that are capable of forming inter chain disulfide bonds. 
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3.6 Evaluation of predictive accuracy 
The prediction accuracy was calculated by following the standard conventions 71 : 
accuracy for prediction: 
Q2 = Nc/N0     
where Nc is the total number of correctly predicted cysteines and N0 is the total number of 
cysteines. Specificity of the prediction  
Spec = 
xx
x
FPTN
TN
+     
where x denotes the bonded cysteines or non-bonded cysteines, FPx is the number of false 
negatives in the prediction and TPx is the number of true positive predictions for bonding state x.  
Sensitivity of the prediction Sens was calculated as:  
Sens. = 
xx
x
FNTP
TP
+      
where FNx is the number of false negatives for bonding state x. The Matthews correlation 
coefficient (MCC)72 is calculated as: 
 MCC=
))()()(( FNTNFPTNFPTPFNTP
FNFPTNTP
++++
•−•
               
 
TNx is the true negatives of bonding state x. The value of MCC is an indication of how good is 
the prediction. The closer the MCC is to 1, the closer the prediction is to a perfect prediction. 
 Another measure of accuracy used in this study is the Youden Index73.  Youden's index is 
one way to attempt summarizing test accuracy into a single numeric value. 
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        Youden's index  = 1 - ((false positive rate) + (false negative rate)) 
= 1 - ((1 - (sensitivity)) + (1 - (specificity))) 
= (sensitivity) + (specificity) - 1 
  
 
3.7 Result and discussion on the SVM prediction 
  Based on the different encodings described in the previous section, prediction results are 
evaluated. The following paragraphs discuss the prediction results in detail. 
3.7.1 Overall testing results 
The performance of different combinations of input vectors was compared. The testing 
results are shown in Table VI. Except the listed vectors in the table, all of these testing also 
included the general information about the chain such as total number of cysteines and total 
number of amino acids in the chain. Also included in each of these testings are the ordinal 
numbers of the cysteine in consideration. The SVM prediction using the combination of known 
bonding states of first and second cysteines from the amino end of the protein chain and the 
global information yielded the best accuracy among all the tests (94.8%). This is 4.8% higher in 
accuracy than the current best result in literature, which assumes the knowledge of bonding state 
pattern of the whole training dataset being tested.  Adding the flanking sequence information 
does not improve the prediction result.  
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Table VI: Testing results with up to 2 N-terminus cysteine oxidation states known.  
 
 
 
 SS.sens. 
SS 
spec. 
SH 
sens SH spec accuracy 
1 st cys known 0.721 0.898 0.956 0.865 0.874 
1,2 cys known 0.904 0.942 0.970 0.949 0.947 
Global info +1st ,2nd  cys known 0.907 0.942 0.970 0.951 0.948 
flanking seq. and 1st, 2nd cys 0.901 0.941 0.970 0.948 0.946 
1st ,2nd  cys and flanking seq. and 
global info 0.909 0.941 0.969 0.952 0.948 
 
 
Notes: Also included in the encoding are global information and flanking sequences. (every testing also included 
general information about the chain such as number of cysteines and number amino acids on the chain) 
 
 
 
 
3.7.2 Influencing factors 
Between the 1st and 2nd cysteine on the amino end of the chain, the oxidation state of 
second cysteine is more influential to the oxidation states of other cysteines. As is shown in 
Table VII, knowledge of the oxidation state of the second cysteine alone combined with the 
global information and flanking sequence information give a  90.8% accuracy.   
 
 
Table VII: The relative importance of first 2 cysteines on N-terminus. 
 
 
 SS.sens. 
SS 
spec. 
SH 
sens SH spec accuracy 
1 st cys only 0.721 0.898 0.956 0.865 0.874 
2nd cys only 0.784 0.906 0.957 0.892 0.896 
2nd cys + flanking 0.799 0.908 0.957 0.898 0.901 
2nd cys+flanking+global 0.808 0.918 0.961 0.903 0.908 
1st and 2nd cys+flanking+global  0.909 0.941 0.969 0.952 0.948 
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The way how flanking sequences was represented took a role too. As is shown in Table 
VIII, when represented by frequency, the accuracy is about 1.5 % higher when represented by 
the order they appear. 
 
 
Table VIII: Influence of flanking sequence representations (with all other information the same) 
 
 
 SS.sens. 
SS 
spec. 
SH 
sens SH spec accuracy 
flanking by frequency 0.909 0.941 0.969 0.952 0.948 
Flanking by order 0.864 0.936 0.968 0.930 0.932 
  
 
3.7.3 Testing results given all other cysteines’ oxidation states 
To understand how the amino side of the cysteines influences the whole chain prediction 
accuracy, we extend the assumption to all the cysteines on the chain. This is an extreme 
assumption that tests the recognition power of SVM. As shown in Table IX, assuming all the 
other cysteines’ oxidation states were known expect the one that is being predicted, the SVM 
prediction using the combination of pattern of bonding states of cysteines and the flanking 
sequences represented in frequency yielded an overall accuracy of  94.5%. This is not as high as 
the prediction accuracy we obtained earlier—the one with the assumption of only the first and 
second cysteines’ on the amino terminus known. Adding the global information does not seem to 
improve the prediction result based purely on the oxidation pattern of cysteines.  
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Table IX: Prediction accuracy if oxidation states pattern of chain is known.  
 
 
 
 
Overall 
accuracy 
SS-
sensi 
SS-
spec 
SH-
sensi 
SH-
spec 
pattern only 0.939 0.927 0.895 0.945 0.962 
pattern+global 0.918 0.922 0.836 0.916 0.962 
pattern+flanking seq in order 
(10aas) 0.937 0.939 0.878 0.937 0.969 
pattern+flanking seq in 
frequency(10aa) 0.945 0.928 0.912 0.953 0.962 
 
 
 
Notes: (Pattern refers to the oxidation pattern of all cysteine residues, including the ordinal number of the cysteine in 
consideration and the oxidation pattern of all other cysteines. “aa”  refers to the flanking amino acids around 
cysteine in consideration. The number before “aa” means the window size of the flanking sequence used in the 
encoding. “global” refers to the global information vectors. “SS” refers to the oxidized cysteines and “SH” refers to 
the cysteine residues in the reduced form.) 
 
Table X illustrates the comparison of prediction accuracy by assuming the amino 
terminus cysteines’ oxidation states and by assuming the whole oxidation pattern known in the 
whole chain, categorized by number of cysteines on protein chains.  
From Table X, it can be seen that knowledge of  the amino terminus oxidation state (if 
the first or the second cysteine is the one to be predicted, then the oxidation state of that cysteine 
is not encoded), combined with the flanking sequence information and global information about 
the protein chain, we could obtain an accuracy of 94.8%. This is higher than the prediction 
model built by assuming all other cysteines’ oxidation known (an overall accuracy of 94.5%).  
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Table X: Summary of Prediction accuracy on oxidation states of cysteines 
 
 
number of Cys 
on chain 
accuracy with N terminus 
cysteine known 
accuracy with all other cysteines oxidation 
states known 
1 0.95 1.000 
2 0.949 0.884 
3 0.943 0.849 
4 0.957 0.932 
5 0.944 0.938 
6 0.938 0.948 
7 0.931 0.959 
8 0.961 0.948 
9 0.963 0.907 
10 0.963 0.988 
11 0.934 0.977 
12 0.923 0.990 
14 1.000 1.000 
15 0.667 1.000 
16 0.930 1.000 
17 0.941 0.971 
18 0.972 0.972 
22 1.000 1.000 
23 0.913 1.000 
24 1.000 1.000 
30 1.000 0.833 
34 0.971 0.706 
35 0.400 0.971 
overall 0.948 0.939 
 
 
3.7.4 Testing results without any assumptions 
 To study what exactly make the N-terminus cysteines to have inference of oxidation 
states of other cysteines in the same chain, we designed SVM encodings to study if it was the 
overall N-terminus sequences, or the flanking sequences of N-terminus cysteines, or it has to be 
the hard coded oxidation states of N-terminus cysteines itself. 
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Table XI: Prediction with N-terminus sequences but no N-terminus cysteine’s oxidation states is 
assumed 
 
  accu. 
SS 
sens. 
SS 
spec. 
SH 
sens 
SH 
spec MCC 
SS 
Youden 
Index 
SH 
Youden 
Index 
5 flanking aas for 2 N 
term. Cys 0.78 0.55 0.75 0.90 0.79 0.49 0.30 0.69 
10 flanking aas for 2 
N term. cys 0.76 0.22 0.73 0.90 0.77 0.44 -0.05 63 
seq. up to 10aas past 
2nd N term.  cys 0.74 0.44 0.71 0.90 0.75 0.39 0.15 0.61 
no N-terminus info. 0.74 0.71 0.44 0.75 0.90 0.40 0.15 0.65 
 
 
 
Notes: Except the flanking sequences in the first column, the encoding also included global sequence information 
and flanking sequences of the interested cysteines. 
 
 
From Table XI, it can be seen that N-terminus sequence characteristics only are not as 
effective in giving the correct prediction of oxidation states of other cysteines as the case where 
cysteine oxidation states of the N-terminus cysteines were directly assumed. Although the N-
terminus sequence characteristics help improve the accuracy, the overall prediction is not nearly 
as comparable to the prediction results obtained by direct inclusion of the oxidation states of 
cysteines on the N-terminus. Therefore, there might be some other unknown factors in play.  
3.7.5 Summary on the predicting cysteines’ oxidation states by SVM 
 In this research, models to predict the oxidation states of cysteines on protein chains were 
built by using SVM. We incorporated the flanking sequences of the cysteine in consideration, the 
general information about the protein chain (number of cysteines and number of amino acids on 
chain, as well as the amino acid compositions), flanking sequences around the interested cysteine, 
ordinal number of cysteine in consideration, the global amino acid composition of protein, as 
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well as assumed knowledge of amino terminus cysteines’ oxidation states. The effects of 
different influencing factors were discussed. 
It was found that oxidation states of amino terminus cysteines infer the oxidation states of 
all other cysteines on the same protein chain, when combined with other information such as 
flanking sequences and general information of the protein chain. We have obtained a model that 
predict the oxidation states of cysteines at 95% accuracy, which is 5% higher than the current 
record. Compared with the literature, this approach is a one-step prediction system and easier to 
implement and use. Moreover our system made fewer assumptions than the record literature.  
  Our study shows that the bonding state of cysteines on protein chains are closely related 
to the bonding pattern of the amino terminal cysteines’ oxidation states.  And to be specific, the 
first two cysteines on the amino terminal of protein shed more light case where the oxidation 
states of all cysteines except the one to be predicted is known. Other contributing factor such as 
the flanking sequence was also helpful when used properly. And also, by using only the flanking 
sequences of the N-terminus cysteines, it is not adequate to give a decent prediction of cysteine 
oxidation states. The N-terminus cysteines’ oxidation states contribute the most to the accurate 
prediction of other cysteines. 
3.8 Validation the conclusion from SVM models by SPX dataset 
 
To further confirm what the amino terminus cysteines infer the oxidation states of other 
cysteines (section 2.3), another dataset (SPX dataset) was used for prediction. SPX is a newer 
and bigger compared the one we have been using . The SPX dataset is quite different from the 
one we have been using in the percentage of oxidized cysteines (85% for SPX and 35% for the 
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other dataset) and also in that SPX dataset excluded chains that are capable of forming inter-
chain disulfide bonds. Table XII and XIII showed the testing results for the new dataset.  
Table XII is the prediction accuracy when global information, flanking sequences and up 
to 2 cysteines on the N-terminus were included in the encoding to SVM. Because of the huge 
difference in population for oxidized and reduced cysteines, we had to manually adjust the 
relative weight (denoted as j in the table) of the positive and negative data in the dataset. When 
the ratio is adjusted so that the positive (oxidized)/negative(reduced) <= 0.5, the performance of 
the model stabilizes at an overall accuracy of 88%. From the testing results, we could see that the 
sensitivity and specificity for the oxidized cysteines are quite good. While the sensitivity and 
specificity for cysteines in reduced form are not as well. These are dragging the accuracy for the 
whole dataset down to about 88%. This might be caused by the insufficient representation of 
cysteines in the reduced form.  
  
Table XII: Testing result on SPX with adjusted positive/negative ratio j  
 
 
SS. 
sens. 
SS 
spec. 
SH 
sens 
SH 
spec accu. MCC
Youden-
SS 
Youden-
SH 
J=1 0.95 0.90 0.41 0.61 0.87 0.43 0.85 0.02 
J=0.5 0.94 0.92 0.53 0.60 0.88 0.49 0.86 0.13 
J=0.2 0.94 0.92 0.53 0.60 0.88 0.49 0.86 0.13 
J=0.1 0.94 0.92 0.53 0.60 0.88 0.49 0.86 0.13 
 
Notes: The included features were global information, flanking sequences and up to 2 cysteines on the N-terminus, 
which are the same as the encodings which has the best prediction accuracy for the other dataset. 
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Table XIII is the prediction accuracy in the chain level. From these result, we could see 
that when the number of cysteines on chain is small, the prediction accuracy for chains with 
even number of cysteines are significantly higher than those with odd number of cysteines. 
With the increase in the number of cysteines, this phenomenon becomes less obvious. This 
might be related to the fact that oxidized cysteines have to appear in pairs.  
 
Table XIII: Prediction accuracy on oxidation states of cysteines for SPX dataset.   
 
 
n: number of cysteines on chain Accuracy 
2 1.00 
3 0.41 
4 0.89 
5 0.56 
6 0.95 
7 0.69 
8 0.90 
9 0.70 
10 0.91 
11 0.87 
12 0.92 
13 0.77 
14 0.95 
15 0.87 
16 0.97 
17 0.93 
18 0.94 
19 0.89 
20 1.00 
21 0.81 
24 0.97 
28 1.00 
32 1.00 
34 1.00 
35 0.43 
50 1.00 
54 0.96 
 
 In an effort to improve the accuracy for protein chains with odd number of cysteines, a 
simple ranking mechanism is used to further process the prediction result from the SVM run. The 
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rule of the ranking is: for protein chains with odd number of cysteines, if the prediction from 
SVM resulted odd number of oxidized cysteines (which, in reality, is not a legitimate prediction 
since oxidized cysteines only show up in pairs), then the cysteine with the highest possibility (or 
the cysteine with the largest SVM output) is removed from the list of cysteines that are predicted 
to be oxidized.  
 By applying this simple ranking mechanism, an overall improvement of 0.4% was 
observed for the SPX dataset. Chain level wise, the accuracy for chains with three cysteines has 
been improved from 41% to 59%. For other chains with odd number of cysteines, no change in 
accuracy or a slight drop is observed. Table XIV shows the actual changes before and after 
ranking for the SPX dataset.  A more complicated ranking system could improve the 
performance further for the SPX dataset.  
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 Table XIV Accuracy for chains with odd number of cysteines after a simple ranking 
mechanism is applied for the SVM prediction 
 
n: number of cysteines on 
chain  
Accuracy 
(%) 
afterOddRanking-
accu.% 
2 1 1.00 
3 0.41 0.59 
4 0.89 0.89 
5 0.56 0.54 
6 0.95 0.95 
7 0.69 0.68 
8 0.9 0.90 
9 0.7 0.70 
10 0.91 0.91 
11 0.87 0.85 
12 0.92 0.92 
13 0.77 0.69 
14 0.95 0.95 
15 0.87 0.87 
16 0.97 0.97 
17 0.93 0.92 
18 0.94 0.94 
19 0.89 0.89 
20 1 1.00 
21 0.81 0.81 
24 0.97 0.97 
28 1 1.00 
32 1 1.00 
34 1 1.00 
35 0.43 0.43 
50 1 1.00 
54 0.96 0.96 
 
  
3.9 Conclusions 
 
In this section, models to predict the oxidation states of cysteines were built using SVM. 
We found that the oxidation states of amino terminal cysteines infer the oxidation states of other 
cysteines in the same protein chain. By including the oxidations states of up to two cysteines on 
the amino terminus, accuracy of 95% is achieved. This is 5% higher than the current record. 
Satisfactory prediction results were also achieved with the newer and more inclusive SPX dataset, 
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especially for chains with higher number of cysteines. Compared with the literature, our 
approach is a one-step prediction system which is easier to implement and use. Moreover this 
system makes fewer and more manageable assumptions than the record literature. We 
incorporated the flanking sequences of the cysteine in consideration, the general information 
about the protein chain (number of cysteines and amino acids composition of the chain), flanking 
sequences around the interested cysteine, as well selective cysteine’s oxidation states from the 
amino terminus of chain. The effects of different influencing factors were discussed.  
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CHAPTER 4 PREDICTING OXIDATION STATES OF CYSTEINES BY ASSOCIATIVE 
NEURAL NETWORKS (ASNN) 
 
4.1 Artificial neural networks (ANNs) 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are models of intelligent systems.  They consist of 
large number of processing units (neurons) which collectively perform complex pattern matching 
tasks74. These mathematical neural networks are designed to simulate biological neural networks 
in the human brain (Figure 16). 
 
Figure 16: How the human brain learns75 
 
As is shown in Figure 16, in the human brain, communication between neurons often 
involves an electrochemical process. Neurons collect signals through a host of fine structures 
called dendrites (signal input from other neurons). Upon receipt of signals from its dendrites, the 
neuron sends out spikes of electrical signal to other neurons through a long, thin stand known as 
an axon (signal output to other neurons), which splits into thousands of branches. At the end of 
each of these branches, a structure called a synapse converts the signal from the axon into 
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electrical effects that either inhibit or excite the connected neurons. When a neuron receives 
excitatory input that is sufficiently large compared with its inhibitory input, it sends a spike of 
electrical response down its axon. Learning occurs by properly weighing the input signals 
collected by the dendrites and sending out reliable outputs signals. 
When modeling artificial neurons, the complexity of real neurons is highly abstracted. As 
shown in Figure 17, an artificial neuron basically consist of inputs (like synapses), which are 
multiplied by weights (strength of the respective signals), and then computed by a mathematical 
function which determines the activation of the neuron. Another function (which may be the 
identity) computes the output of the artificial neuron (sometimes in dependence of a certain 
threshold). Artificial neural networks (ANNs) combine artificial neurons in order to process 
information. As is shown in Figure 18, ANN can be simply viewed as a black box. Input were 
feed in and by applying proper weights, output were computed in the black box. Figure 18 shows 
a single hidden layer in the black box.  The most common neural network model is the so called 
multilayer perceptron (MLP)76, where there are multiple hidden layers in the black box. This 
type of neural network is known as a supervised network because it requires a desired output in 
order to learn. The purpose of this type of network is to create a model that more accurately 
maps the input to the output using historical data so that the model can be used to produce the 
output when the desired output is unknown.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17: A single neuron 
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Figure 18: Artificial neural network layout. 
 
 
Neural network is widely applied to business, economics, finance and engineering, where 
complicated models can be built to forecast market trend77,78, to study the patterns of abnormal 
behaviors in business 79, 80, and to solve various engineering problems81, 82, 83, 84. The biggest 
advantage of ANNs is their ability to be used as an arbitrary function approximation mechanism 
which 'learns' from observed data and there is no need to assume an underlying data distribution 
such as what is usually done in statistical modeling. And ANNs are widely applicable to 
multivariate non-linear problems. However, one biggest disadvantage of ANNs is that the 
relations between the input variables and the output variables generated by ANNs are not 
developed by engineering judgment. It is solely the user’s responsibility to tell if the prediction 
or simulation result is reasonable or not. And ANNs only cover the range where training samples 
Input layer
Hidden layer
(black box)
Output layer
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were covered. If the ANNs were not exposed to certain range of samples during training, then in 
no way the ANNs would give a trustworthy predictions when such input is present in testing. 
4.2 Associative neural networks (ASNN) 
Traditional multi-layer neural network is an approach that is “memoryless”, which means 
after training and neural network weights are calculated from input patterns, the input data is 
discarded and no storage of any of those input information is stored in the system. On the other 
hand, k-nearest-neighbors 85  (KNN) and Parzen-window regression 86 can be classified as 
memory-based approaches, where the entire pool of training data are kept in memory and the 
prediction is based on the local approximation of the stored data. So in a sense, neural networks 
predict from a global point of view. The prediction result made by ANNs is based on the global 
characteristics extracted from all the data points in the training set. And KNN and Parzen-
window regression are local methods 87 . In many applications, the global model can be 
insufficient since it may not describe universally well the entire state space. In some particular 
regions of space, a high bias may exists due to the limited size of training set. The multi-layer 
neural networks variance can also contribute to poor performance of ANNs, although the 
variance is reducible by using an ensemble of ANNs and taking the average of all networks.  
ASNN is a combination of an ensemble of feed-forward neural networks and the k-
nearest neighbors technique. It uses the correlation between ensemble responses as a measure of 
distance amid the analyzed cases for the nearest neighbors technique. This provides an improved 
prediction by the bias correction of the neural network ensemble. An associative neural network 
has a memory that can coincide with the training set. If new data becomes available, the network 
further improves its predictive ability and provides a reasonable approximation of the unknown 
function without a need to retrain the neural network ensemble. This feature of the method 
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dramatically improves its predictive ability over traditional neural networks and k-nearest 
neighbour techniques. Another important feature of ASNN is the possibility to interpret neural 
network results by analysis of correlations between data cases in the space of models. 
To summarize, compared with conventional ANNs, ASNN explicitly corrects bias of 
neural network ensemble which will lead to improved prediction ability; And ASNN provides 
better modeling, because similarity in space of models makes it possible to interpret the ASNN 
results; And finally, ASNN is capable of fast and accurate extrapolation. New data are 
incorporated in the network without retraining its weights. However, it should be noted that the 
problem of bias of ANNs is not completely decreased in ASNN because even using a large 
number of ANNs, such networks can still fall in a local minimum and have considerable bias in 
its prediction. 
The ASNN is implemented 88  as the following: Consider an ensemble of M neural 
networks, [ANNE]M, with the number of neural networks in the ensemble to be M. 
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And then, a simple average ∑
=
=
Mj
i
jZM
Z
,1
_ 1 was used. (Depending on application and 
implementation, other ways except taking a simple average to reduce the bias caused by the 
global model built from limited training data is possible.)   
In some regions of data space, the ANNs ensemble predictions iZ
_
 could have obvious 
bias from its true value.  After obtaining iZ
_
, in order to improve the performance of the ANNs, 
the ensemble prediction iZ
_
is corrected according to the following equation: 
∑
∈
− −+=
)x(Nj
j
_
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k
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k
1ZZ , where yi are the true value for input xi , Nk(x) is the collection of 
the k nearest neighbors of x among the input vectors in the training set Niix 1}{ =  determined using 
Spear-man non-parametric rank correlation coefficient rij. (calculated as )1(
6
1 2
2
−−=
∑
nn
diρ  where 
di is the difference between each rank of corresponding values and n is the number of pairs of 
values. It is simply a special case of the Pearson product-moment coefficient in which the data 
are converted to rankings before calculating the coefficient).   
Since the final prediction result of the new data is according to the prototypes of the 
analyzed training set which is located in the memory of the neural network, this proposed 
approach was named as Associative Neural Network. One big advantage of ASNN is that in case 
some new data become available, then these data would be loaded to the memory of the ASNN. 
This provides users with the ability to improve the neural network predictions without a need to 
retrain the weights88.  
The ASNN is solidly supported by neurophysiological background. Theories of brain 
coding suggest the importance of temporal coding for information processing in brain89, 90. 
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Analysis of speed of processing and particular features in the visual systems indicates the 
importance of the rank coding for information processing91. 
ASNN has been successfully applied to the prediction of lipophilicity of chemical 
compounds92 and classification of University of California, Irvine (UCI)88 benchmark data and 
satellite data93 and showed improved prediction results over traditional neural network both in 
regression and in classification studies.  
4.3 Motivation 
The last effort seen on the prediction the oxidation states of cysteines using neural networks was 
seen in 2002, when Martelli et al51, implemented hybrid system that combines a neural network 
and a hidden Markov model (hidden neural network). An overall accuracy of 88% was obtained. 
This indicates to us that artificial neural network is able to successfully capture the 
characteristics of oxidized and reduced cysteines with very good accuracy. Since then, new 
progress has been made in the area of neural networks such as Associative Neural Network 
(ASNN)94. ASNN uses a combination of an ensemble of feed-forward neural networks and the 
k-nearest neighbor technique. It takes the correlation between ensemble responses as a measure 
of distance among the analyzed cases for the nearest neighbor algorithm, which has been proven 
to be able to provide an improved prediction by the bias correction of the neural network 
ensemble95.  In our case, our previous results have shown that the amino terminus of the protein 
chain is highly correlated with the bonding states of the other cysteines in the same chain. If the 
amino terminus of the protein chains shares a set of characteristics, and if such correlation is 
discernable by neural networks, it is promising to explore such correlation by using a powerful 
machine learning technique such as ASNN.  So here we propose using ASNN to capture the 
characteristics of oxidized/reduced cysteines on proteins. 
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4.4 Prediction of oxidation states of cysteines by ASNN 
Oxidation states of cysteines were predicted using ASNN. The details such as software used, 
encoding of the sequence features as well as the prediction results are discussed in the following 
sections. 
4.4.1 Software and dataset 
 ASNN software has been developed by Virtual Computational Chemistry Lab 
(VCCLAB)96 and is downloadable from the VCCLAB website. Here we used the same datasets 
and the same evaluation on the prediction accuracy as in Chapter 2.   
4.4.2 Encoding 
The format of encoding to ASNN is X1  X2 …….  Xn   Y, with X1  X2 …….  Xn the input 
features and Y the target value for the series of Xs. Similar to the SVM encoding, the target 
value is set to 1 for intra-chain oxidized cysteines and -1 for non intra chain bonded cysteines. 
The X variables represent the relevant features selected for the prediction.  Those include the 
global information about the protein chain (chain length, number of cysteines on chain as well as 
the amino acid composition on the whole chain), the flanking sequences around interested 
cysteines (both in frequency and in order) and the information on the N-terminus (the oxidation 
states of cysteines on the N-terminus or partial amino acid sequence on N-terminus). Figure 19 
shows the layout of the encoding as input to ASNN.  
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Figure 19: Encoding as input to ASNN 
 
 
4.4.3 Results and Discussion 
We evaluated the cases when the N-terminus cysteines oxidation states are known, together with 
other influencing factors such as flanking sequences, global protein information (amino acid 
composition, chain length and number of cysteines etc). Table XIV is the summary of  results 
when using different encodings.  
 
Table XV Prediction accuracy from ASNN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table XIV is the prediction performance of ASNN. Overall, the performance of ASNN is 
inferior to what we have observed in SVM for similar encodings. The system does not seem to 
be sensitive enough when adding more feature variables to the encoding. 
 Included variables 
SS 
sens. 
SS 
spec. 
SH 
sens 
SH 
spec accuracy MCC 
SS-
Yuden 
Sh-
Yuden
1 st cys only 0.637 0.652 0.817 0.807 0.754 0.457 0.289 0.624
1,2 cys only 0.647 0.671 0.830 0.814 0.766 0.481 0.318 0.644
global+1,2cys 0.647 0.671 0.830 0.814 0.766 0.481 0.318 0.644
Flanking 
freq+1,2cys 0.646 0.671 0.830 0.813 0.765 0.480 0.317 0.643
1st and 2nd 
cys+flanking+global  0.647 0.662 0.823 0.812 0.761 0.459 0.309 0.635
Features 
on global 
info 
Features for 
flanking 
sequences 
N-terminus 
 information 
Ordinal 
number of 
cysteine in 
consideration
Target value 
1/-1 
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4.4.4 Summary on prediction of oxidation states of cysteines by ASNN 
A side by side ASNN was run on the similar encodings as SVM. However, unsatisfactory 
result was obtained. As far as the different encodings for each ASNN run, we find that adding 
more features does not change much of the classification of cysteines and the performance 
remains poor even when all the relevant features were added to the encoding. 
4.5 Conclusion 
In this section, models to predict the oxidation states of cysteines were built using ASNN. 
Features used in the ASNN are very similar to what we have used for SVM. Prediction results 
indicate that ASNN does not have the same satisfactory prediction performance as SVM on 
prediction of oxidation states of cysteines on protein. 
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CHAPTER 5 PREDICTING DISULFIDE CONNECTIVITY BY CALCULATING THE 
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN FLANKING SEQUENCES 
 
5.1 Related works in literature on prediction of disulfide bridges 
The past research efforts in prediction of disulfide connectivity can be classified into two 
categories 97: i. pattern-wise prediction, which focuses on the connectivity pattern of the protein 
chains 97,98 and ii. Pair-wise prediction99,100,101 which concerns more about the probability of 
each possible pair of cysteines. Up to date, pattern-wise prediction has reached 70% accuracy 98, 
102 and pair wise prediction gave 89% accuracy 101. 
The method used for prediction of disulfide bond connectivity included neural 
network25,28,55, SVM54,97,98 , fuzzy SVM 103 and use of multilevel of these machine learning 
techniques. The sequence features used for encoding for these machine learning techniques 
comprised one or more of the following factors: (1) flanking sequences such as appearing 
frequencies of nearest neighbor residues of bonded cysteines99, secondary structure9, solvent 
accessibility9, (2) global spacing of bonded cysteine pairs such as position of bonded cysteines116, 
sequence length9, and separation profile of bonded cysteines97,104. (3) the characteristics of the 
protein chain itself (these include the chain length, number of disulfide bonds as well as the 
amino acid composition of the protein chain). So far, for pattern-wise predictions, a two level 
framework that incorporated both pattern-wise and pair-wise encodings to SVM has reached 
pattern-wise accuracy of 70%.  The best result in pair-wise predictions used secondary structure 
information and diresidue frequencies and has the best accuracy of 89%. A summary of the 
efforts in literature is presented in table XV. 
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Table XVI: Past efforts on the prediction of disulfide bond connectivity 
 
 
year author method information used accuracy 
2001 
Fariselli 
et al99 
graph 
matching residue contact potentials 0.56* 
2004 
Vullo et 
al116 
neural 
networks connectivity pattern 0.45 
2005 
Tsai et 
al97 
two step 
SVM 
sequence profile and distance 
between oxidized cysteine 0.79 
2005 
Ferre et 
al41 
neural 
networks 
known secondary structure and 
diresidue frequencies 0.89** 
2006 
Cheng 
et al28 
2D neural 
networks 
flanking sequence, PSSP, distance, 
solubility of partial sequences 0.56 
 
*: for chains with 2 disulfide bonds only. Accuracy falls with number of disulfide bonds increase in the chain. 
** With the assumption that secondary structure of protein is known 
 
 
In this research, a different approach was proposed and tested. Multiple sequence 
alignments were first conducted on a number of proteins to confirm the existence of the 
conserved binding motifs on protein followed by incorporating these features into calculation of 
flanking sequence interaction and SVM encodings. The multiple sequence alignments were 
conducted first to confirm the existence of the binding motifs to PDIs on protein chain. Then two 
different prediction approaches in evaluating the disulfide formation probability of cysteine pairs. 
For the first approach, we first calculate the interaction between the flanking amino acids 
between cysteine pairs. Then the interaction is further adjusted according to whether the binding 
motif was located and by checking the distance between cysteine pairs. Based on the adjusted 
interactions for all possible pairs, a maximum weighted graph matching algorithm was applied to 
the completely connected graph constructed from all possible pairs of cysteines with the weight 
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of each edge to be the adjusted interaction. The prediction of disulfide bridges via calculated 
interaction between flanking sequences is described in detail in this chapter (chapter 4) 
In the second approach, the binding motif, flanking sequences around both cysteines, 
global information of the protein chain and the distance between cysteine pairs were 
incorporated into the SVM encoding. SVMs assign the probability of disulfide formation to each 
possible pair of cysteines according to the models built and this probability was used as the 
weight for the connection between the cysteine pair. Then maximum weighted graph matching 
algorithm is applied to the graph obtained and top n connections in the resulted graph are 
selected to be disulfide bridges.  Chapter 6 covers the details of the SVM prediction approach 
based on the binding motif to PDIs. 
In this chapter and the next, we describe in greater details these two approaches and 
evaluate the performance. Possible factors that could potentially influence the prediction are also 
discussed. 
5.2  Multiple sequence alignment on the protein families with disulfide bonds 
 Based on the experimental observations for PDIp 38, a tyrosyl side chain with a free 
phenolic hydroxyl group and without negative charge in vicinity is crucial for the formation of 
disulfide bond. Experiments indicated that if this binding motif is altered or blocked, the binding 
affinity of the PDIp and protein chain is greatly reduced; hence disulfide bonds would be formed 
in a much less efficient manner. In this research, we try to identify the binding region of protein 
chains to PDIs by multiple sequence alignment on proteins that share significant similarity 
retrieved from the Data Bank (PDB) database 105 by Blastp 106. The identified anchor region was 
searched against the amino acid sequences between interested cysteine pairs and also encoded as 
input to SVM.    
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Multiple sequence alignments using clustalX 107  were performed on the retrieved 
sequences from PDB. It was found that indeed there are certain regions on many proteins that 
were highly preserved and with the characteristics of the binding motif identified for PDIp 38.  
Figure 20 is a snapshot of the multiple sequence alignment on the first 250 entries returned by 
blastp for 4PTI.  From the alignment it can be seen that the highly preserved tyrosine residues 
(shown in dark blue) between the cysteine pairs. Another example is shown in Figure 21, which 
is the multiple sequence alignment for the 1HOE family. Again we observe preserved aromatic 
amino acids (W and Y) in between cysteines pairs that form disulfide bonds.  There are many 
more cases like this and from these multiple sequence alignment results, it was believed that it is 
highly possible to use this information as a new input feature to train SVM to recognize disulfide 
forming pairs in an efficient manner. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Binding motif found in multiple sequence alignment for 4PTI (highly reserved 
amino acids shown in blue) 
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Figure 21: Another example - identified binding sites for 1HOE family. 
 
 
 In the original biological findings 38, the binding sites were restricted to tyrosyl side 
chain with a free phenolic hydroxyl group (W and Y) and without negative charge (primarily 
amino acid D and E) around. Since in our observation of the multiple sequence alignments, this 
is not a very prominent restriction and we did find negative charges around those identified 
binding sites between many actual disulfide bonds, we have relaxed the restrictions by including 
W, F, Y and C (cysteine) and allowed neighboring residues to be amino acids with negative 
charges. 
5.3 Identifying disulfide bonds by calculating the interactions between flanking sequences 
 
The stability of the disulfide bonds is a direct indication on the susceptibility of the 
protein to unfavorable changes in its surrounding environment such as radioactive damages and 
chemical attacks. It is crucial for the protein to maintain the correct folding and secondary 
structures108. The interaction between the flanking sequences of the paired cysteines is one of the 
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most direct factors that contribute to the stability of the disulfide bonds.    The first research 
effort99 on the prediction of bonding probability of cysteine pairs adopted this intuitive approach. 
The pair-wise amino acid interactions (contact potentials) used in literature were derived by 
Mirny and Shakhnovich109 and these contact potentials were based on optimization of protein 
folding and threading.  However, these contact potential values were obtained by pooling the 
observed number of contacts over all proteins, which is spread out among those proteins that 
have contacts and those that do not. And this incorrect accounting for composition can be readily 
corrected by only accounting for the structures that actually have such contacts. Skolnick et al110 
derived the so called composition corrected, quasi chemical pair wise potentials, which is 
believed to be a better description of pair wise contact potential of protein folding and threading. 
This is where we differ from the literature effort in terms of interaction calculation. Also we 
incorporated other factors such as distance between the cysteine pair in consideration and 
whether or not the binding motif to PDIs exists between the cysteine pairs because we believe 
doing so would give a better description of the disulfide bond bridges on protein.  
 Therefore, we computed the flanking sequence interactions using the composition 
corrected quasi chemical pair wise potentials. The interaction value was further adjusted by the 
distance factor and the anchor factor. Finally, the maximum weighted matching algorithm was 
applied and the top n cysteine pairs were obtained (n is the number of disulfide bonds on the 
protein chain). We will cover each step in a greater detail in the following sections.  
5.3.1 Evaluate the interaction between cysteine pairs 
The interaction between flanking sequences of cysteine i and cysteine j is computed by 
∑∑
∈ ∈
=
i jSk Sl
ji lkUd
),(
)(
1
, αω , ωi,,j is the interaction between the flanking sequences of cysteine i and 
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cysteine j. And Si and Sj are the sets containing the nearest neighboring residues of cysteine i an 
cysteine j.  α is the function of distance d, which is the linear distance from which the ith residue 
is from the exact matching residue on the flanking sequence of pairing cysteine.   Protein-
Specific Pair Potentials based on weak Sequence Fragment similarity 110  was used as the 
interaction U(k,l) between pairs of amino acids. By using the protein-specific pair potentials 
based on sequence similarity to calculate the interaction, it enables us to obtain the interaction 
potential which already been adjusted by various compositions of different proteins and giving 
us pair potentials that are more specific than that derived from other approaches such as those 
assessed by gapless threading. The pair-wise interaction potentials for each pair of amino acids 
can be found in Appendix II. We evaluated the cases where α(d) = d and α(d)= d2 which means 
the interaction potential diminish in the order of 
d
1  and 2
1
d
, with d the relative distance from 
which the exact matching amino acid is located. 
5.3.2 Adjustment with anchor factor and distance factor 
 Based on the experimental observations for PDIp38 , a tyrosyl side chain with a free 
phenolic hydroxyl group and without negative charge in vicinity is crucial for the formation of 
disulfide bond. Experiments indicated that if this binding motif is altered or blocked, the binding 
affinity of the PDIp and protein chain is greatly reduced; hence disulfide bonds are formed in a 
much less efficient manner. In previous section, we have confirmed the existence of the binding 
motifs (anchor region) between the cysteine pairs through multiple sequence alignments.  
In the following calculation and SVM encoding as well as discussion, anchor refers to 
the binding motif for the substrate protein to the enzyme (PDI). Although Ruddock et al. 
restricted the binding sites as Tyrosine (Y) and Tryptophane (W) without Aspartic acid (E) and 
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Glutamic acid (D) in the neighborhood. In our program, we have relaxed the restrictions to Y, W, 
F and C including those with E and D as neighboring amino acids. For the anchor region, based 
on the observation of multiple sequence alignments, we have used the region between the 
cysteine pairs and a window size for 9 amino acids. For the flanking sequences, a window size of 
5 is used for sequences before and after the cysteine in consideration. Distance between cysteine 
pairs refers to how far the two cysteine residues are located. For example, if we have CXXXC, 
then the distance between the two cysteines is 4. Also in our program, we used a window size of 
nine amino acids in search of the correct anchors. 
The interaction calculated from pair-wise interaction potentials is further adjusted by two 
factors: (1) whether or not an anchor is present between the considered cysteine pair (2) the 
distance between the cysteine pairs. The reasons for the above adjustment are that (1): based on 
experimental results39, blocking the anchoring site of the PDIs will greatly reduce the efficiency 
of disulfide bond formation. (2): A complete statistical analysis on the distance between pairs of 
cysteines that form disulfide bonds indicates there is a favorable range in distance for disulfide 
formation. As is shown in Table XVI, for those disulfide bonds forming cysteine pairs, there is a 
clear preference in distance: 85% of disulfide forming cysteine pairs are within 60 amino acids 
apart, while this percentage is only 51% for the non-SS forming pairs.  
 
 
Table XVII: Statistics on distance between cysteine pairs for disulfide bonded cysteines and 
non-bonded cysteine pairs 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Distance between cystein pairs 2~32 as 2~50AAs 2~60AAs 2~80AAs 
  
non-SS cys pairs 35% 46% 51% 59% 
  
SS cys pairs 68% 80% 85% 88% 
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The adjustment was done according to the following equation: 
jijiadjusted ,, ωμηω ••=  
where η is the anchor coefficient, η=1 for those cysteine pairs with anchors and η=0.6 for those 
without anchors. μ is the distance coefficient, μ is 0.85 if the distance between the cysteine pairs 
is within 60 amino acids and μ=0.5 if the distance is above 60 amino acids. 
 
5.3.3 Maximized graph matching for connectivity 
 Assuming the number of disulfide bonds is n and number of cysteines on the protein 
chain is s, by calculating the adjusted flanking sequence interaction between cysteine pairs in 
consideration; we can obtain a completely connected graph with s nodes. The weight associated 
with each edge in this graph is the calculated flanking sequence interaction adjusted with anchor 
factor and distance factor. The problem is to find the connectivity pattern within the graph with n 
edges that connect the cysteines pairs which are most probable to form disulfide bonds. Finding 
the maximum weight matched graph with ⎣s/2⎦ edges is solvable by Edmond’s maximum weight 
matching algorithm111 in O(V4) time. Also an O(V3) implementation using Gabow’s112 improved 
algorithm is available from MATHPROG’s website113.   
 How to select the n edges from the completely connected graph with s nodes is more 
complicated than simply picking n edges from maximum weight matched graph with ⎣s/2⎦ edges 
since doing so will not guarantee the picked n edges are the global optimum. Trying all possible 
subsets of 2n nodes from the overall s nodes in the graph and calculating which subset gave the 
maximized weights would guarantee optimal solution but is not practical in computation time.  
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Even cys # 
Odd cys # 
3.2 6.2 
4.1 
3.2 6.2 
4.1 
Repeat s times and pick the  
maximum weight matching 
Remove the lowest cost  
edge from the matching 
Here Cheng et al’s28 approximation heuristics is adopted. This approximation heuristics is 
claimed to give very good result in the case where the total number of disulfide bonds are known.  
 The heuristics is as follows: If s is even, Gabow algorithm is applied to the s nodes and 
then prune down the final result by removing the s/2-n edges with lowest probabilities, from the 
final set of s/2 edges. If s is odd, the same strategy as above is applied s times, each time 
removing one of the cysteines.   Then the matching with top n edges that has the maximum 
weights is selected. The process is illustrated in Figure 22. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22: applying the maximum weight matching algorithm to the cysteines interactions. 
 
 
 
5.4 Dataset 
The SPX dataset described in section 2.3.4 was used for the testing with the assumption 
of known number of disulfide bonds in the protein chain. The dataset was divided into 10 subsets 
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for the purpose of cross validation. The statistics of this dataset on the number of disulfide bonds 
and their distribution is shown in the following table (Table XVII). 
 
Table XVIII: Statistics on the disulfide bonds for SPX dataset 
 
 
n: number of 
SS on chain 
Number of chains with n 
cysteines 
1 398 
2 211 
3 219 
4 88 
5 49 
6 19 
7 10 
8 10 
9 2 
10 3 
12 2 
14 1 
16 2 
17 2 
25 1 
26 1 
Total # of SS 1018 
 
 
 
5.5 Measurement of predictive accuracy 
The accuracy of the predication is calculated as the following:  
                                              Accuracy = 
NP
TNTP
+
+
                           
where P denotes the number of cysteines pairs that forms disulfide bonds  and N denotes the 
number of cysteines pairs that do not form disulfide bond.  True positive (TP) denotes the 
number of cysteine pairs that form disulfide bonds in the protein chain and are predicted as such. 
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True negative (TN) is the number of cysteine pairs that are correctly predicted not to form a 
disulfide bond.  
Sensitivity and Specificity of the predication are defined as the following:  
      Qc  =    P
TP                               
 Qnc  =  N
TN                               
Youden index is calculated according to  
Youden's index = sensitivity + specificity - 1 
The Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) is calculated as:  
 
MCC=
))()()(( FNTNFPTNFPTPFNTP
FNFPTNTP
++++
•−•
       
 
         
5.6 Result and Discussion 
 
Table XIX shows the prediction result for SPX data set with the adjusted interaction 
approach.  It can be seen that using this approach, without the maximum weighted graph 
matching, the accuracies are far below 80%, mainly because of the large number of false 
positives in the prediction. With the maximum weighted graph matching we are able to eliminate 
89% of the non-bonded cysteine pairs from consideration, but at the same time, we are also 
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removing majority of the actual disulfide-bonded pairs, making the prediction essentially useless 
since most of the actually bonded pairs were misclassified. Overall prediction is unsatisfactory. 
The only information obtained from this result probably is that the interaction between flanking 
sequence of cysteine pairs decreases closer to linear to distance d between the cysteine pair than 
to the d2. 
.    
Table XIX: Prediction result on SPX for the adjusted interaction approach (interaction cut off set 
as 0.8 for the result without maximum weighted graph matching) 
 
 
    sensitivity specificity accuracy MCC 
Youden 
IDX 
a(d)=d 0.39 0.78 0.73 0.14 0.17 without maximum 
weighted graph 
matching 
  a(d)=d2 0.38 0.70 0.66 0.06 0.08 
a(d)=d 0.28 0.89 0.81 0.17 0.17 
a(d)=d2 0.23 0.88 0.80 0.11 0.11 
with maximum 
weighted graph 
matching 
  
  
literature28, 
* 0.55 0.24 N/A N/A N/A 
 
*The referred literature did not give all the accuracy measures given above. Those entries were marked with N/A in 
Table XIX. 
 
 
 
 
 
5.7 Summary 
In this section, predicting the disulfide connectivity according to the calculated 
interaction between flanking sequences of cysteine pairs is attempted. The interaction is 
calculated from the contact potential between the flanking sequences of cysteine pairs and is 
further adjusted by the distance between the cysteine pair and whether anchor was observed 
between the cysteine pair. The prediction result is unsatisfactory. There might be some factors 
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other than the flanking sequence contact potential and anchor to PDIs that account for the 
formation of disulfide bonds. It also might be that this way of calculating interaction of flanking 
sequences could not describe the extent of interaction. In the next section, we try to incorporate 
some other factors such as global information about the protein chain into SVM encodings and 
see if the prediction performance can be improved. 
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CHAPTER 6   PREDICTING DISULFIDE CONNECTIVITY BY IDENTIFYING BINDING 
MOTIFS OF PROTEIN TO PDIs 
 
 
 
6.1 Influencing factors other than flanking sequence interactions 
In the previous chapter, predicting disulfide connectivity by calculating the adjusted 
interaction between flanking sequences of cysteine pairs was attempted. The prediction result is 
far from satisfactory. Important factors such as the global information of the protein chain, amino 
acid compositions of the flanking sequences etc were not counted for in the previous 
calculations. In this chapter, we try to incorporate these factors together with the binding motif 
into SVM encodings and aim to improve the prediction performance. 
 
6.2 Predicting disulfide bonds with SVM models without considering the interaction 
Three descriptors were used to encode each possible cysteine pairs on the protein chain as 
the input to SVM: (1) Flanking sequence around the cysteines considered; (2) Anchor region 
sequence profiles; (3) the linear distance between the two cysteine pair. (4) the global 
information about the protein chain.  SVM-light 114 was used for the prediction. 
   For the encoding, the representation for amino acids computed by Meiler et al. 115 (see 
APPENDIX I) was used, which has accounted for the physical-chemical properties of the amino 
acids. This five-parameter representation describes amino acids in terms of steric parameter, 
polarizability, volume, hydrophobicity and iso-electric point.    The number of occurrence of 
each amino acid in the window of flanking sequence of cysteines and the anchors (W, F, Y, C) in 
the anchor region were recorded and used in the encoding. The feature values used for amino 
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acid representations in the anchor region were incremented by 100 to avoid overlapping with the 
representations of the same amino acids in the flanking sequence region. It was tested that as 
long as the encoding is consistent during the training and testing, incrementing the feature value 
of amino acids in the anchor region by any reasonable positive integer would not change the final 
result.  
6.3 Data set 
In order to assess the performance of our model in predicting the connectivity pattern of 
disulfide bonds, we have used two data sets: SP39 and SPX (courtesy of Dr. J Cheng). The 
compilation of SP39 was carried out by Vullo and his colleagues 116 and the compilation of SPX 
was done by Cheng et al28 were described in detail in section 3.2.4. Overall there are 1018 
protein chains in SPX ranging from one to 26 disulfide bonds. For cross validation, the SPX data 
set was divided into 10 subgroups and the homology between any subgroups is set to be less than 
30%.  The SP39 was extracted from the Swiss-Prot database 117 release no. 39 (October 2000) 
and consists of 446 protein chains with the number of disulfide bridges range from 2 to 5 on each 
protein. For cross validation, the SP39 dataset was divided into four sub-groups and the 
homology between any two of them is less than 30%. The number of disulfide bonds and their 
distribution are listed in Table XIX and XX, respectively. 
Table XX: sequence information in dataset SP39 
Number of dinsulfide bond in protein 
chain 
Number of sequences in 
dataset 
B=2 156 
B=3 146 
B=4 99 
B=5 45 
B=2~5 446 
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Table XXI: statistics on disulfide bonds in SPX dataset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.4 Result and discussion 
In the following sections, predictions results when the local sequence characteristic, 
protein global characteristic as well as the characteristics from the binding motif region are 
discussed.  
6.4.1 Prediction result with SPX dataset 
Table XXII shows the prediction performance of SVM on SPX dataset. We could see that 
by incorporating the anchor region profile, the prediction accuracy is improved over the testing 
without the anchor region profile, both before and after maximum weighted matching algorithm 
N: number of SS 
on chain 
Number of chains with N 
disulfide bonds 
1 398 
2 211 
3 219 
4 88 
5 49 
6 19 
7 10 
8 10 
9 2 
10 3 
12 2 
14 1 
16 2 
17 2 
25 1 
26 1 
total 1018 
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is applied. However, by applying the maximum weighted graph algorithm, the sensitivity of the 
prediction is significantly lowered; due to the fact the maximum weighted graph algorithm is 
removing the correctly predicted connections as it removes the non-disulfide bonded cysteine 
pairs. 
One thing to notice from the prediction result is that, if we look at the accuracy before the 
maximum weighted graph matching algorithm is applied, we are able to remove 89% of the non-
disulfide bonded pairs and keep a good number of bonded pairs for further weight matching.  
Therefore, using anchor region profile might be a nice and convenient filter for the disulfide 
connectivity in proteins. To have higher overall prediction accuracy after the maximized graph 
matching algorithm, some other adjustment on the SVM output is necessary. We also tested this 
anchor filtering effect on the SP39 dataset and the result is presented in the next section. 
 
Table XXII. Predictive performance of SVMs on SPX dataset. 
 
 encoded features Sensitivity specificity accuracy MCC 
Youden 
Index 
flanking+distance 
+global 0.50 0.88 0.83 0.34 0.38 
without maximum 
weighted graph 
matching 
 
anchor+flanking+ 
distance+global 0.58 0.89 0.85 0.41 0.47 
flanking+distance 
+global 0.24 0.89 0.80 0.12 0.13 
anchor+flanking+ 
distance+global 0.25 0.89 0.80 0.13 0.14 
with maximum 
weighted graph 
matching 
 Literature28, * 0.55 0.24 N/A N/A N/A 
 
*The referred literature did not give all the accuracy measures given above. Therefore some of the entries were 
marked as N/A. 
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6.4.2 Prediction results with SP39 dataset.  
We also tested our SVM encoding with the older and smaller dataset SP39. SP39 is a 
dataset with restricted number of disulfide bonds (up to 5). The oxidation states of the cysteines 
are assumed to be known. Table XXII is the prediction result.  
 
Table XXIII: Disulfide connectivity prediction accuracy with SP39 using SVM 
 
   Encoded factors sensitivity specificity accuracy MCC 
Youden 
Index 
flanking+ 
distance +global 0.56 0.90 0.84 0.44 0.46
without maximum 
weight matching 
  
anchor+ 
flanking+distance 
+global 0.63 0.91 0.86 0.51 0.54
flanking+ 
distance+ global 0.35 0.86 0.77 0.21 0.21
anchor+flanking+ 
distance+global 0.44 0.88 0.80 0.32 0.32
with maximum 
weight matching 
  
  Literature41 0.59 0.95 0.89 0.57 0.54
 
 
By incorporating the flanking sequence, anchors, global information about the protein 
and the linear distance between the cysteine pairs in the SVM encoding, we were able to obtain 
an overall accuracy of 80% on the SP39 dataset after the weighted matching algorithm. It is 9% 
lower than the record literature. 
6.4.3 Screening without any assumptions 
The previous testing are all based on certain assumptions such as the knowledge of the 
number of oxidized cysteines (for the purpose of limiting the number cysteine pairs that form 
disulfide bonds to the actual number of disulfide bonds), the actual oxidation states of cysteines 
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or the secondary structure of the protein (since literature indicates that oxidized cysteines prefer 
certain secondary structures). However, this assumed knowledge is not always readily available. 
Therefore, in this section, we tested on SP39 dataset to see how well the encodings will filter out 
the non-bonded cysteine pairs without the knowledge of the oxidation states and number of 
disulfide bonds on the protein chain.   
 Table XXIII shows the pair-wise prediction result of the SVM run without the application of 
maximum weighted graph matching. For chains with 2 to 5 disulfide bonds, an overall accuracy 
of 92% was obtained. From the result we can see that without any pre-knowledge of the protein 
chain except the sequence information, this SVM run can eliminate 92% of the non-disulfide 
bonded pairs from the overwhelmingly large pool of possible cysteine pairs and keeping 85% of 
the bounded cysteine pairs for further processing. 
Table XXIV: Prediction result without pre-assumption of oxidation states of cysteines and 
without the weighted graph matching algorithm 
 
 Encoded features sensitivity specificity accuracy MCC 
Yuden 
IDX 
flanking+distance+global 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.15 0.61
anchor+flanking+distance+global 0.85 0.92 0.91 0.19 0.77
 
6.5 Conclusion 
By observing the preserved amino acids between cysteine pairs in multiple sequence 
alignments of protein chains, we are able to confirm the anchor regions identified by biochemical 
experiments. Our predictions in this part has involved the profile in the anchor region, the 
flanking sequences of cysteine pair, together with the flanking sequences, global protein 
information and linear distance between the cysteine pairs. 
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We attempted to find disulfide connectivity by calculating the interaction between the 
flanking sequences of cysteine pairs, the value of which was further adjusted by the coefficients 
related to the existence of identified anchors in between the cysteine pairs and also by the linear 
distance between the cysteine pairs. Maximized weighted graph matching algorithm was applied 
and performance of the testing evaluated. It was found that using this approach, we can eliminate 
89% of the non-bonded cysteine pairs from consideration, but at the same time, we are also 
incorrectly classifying majority of the disulfide bonded cysteine pairs. Overall prediction is 
unsatisfactory with this approach.  
We also attempted to predict the disulfide connectivity by using SVM, taking anchor 
region profiles, distance between cysteine pairs, global information of the protein chain and the 
flanking sequences around the cysteine pairs. The prediction results indicated the advantage of 
using the anchor profile. The performance of our SVM model is 81% with knowledge of number 
of disulfide bonds on the protein chain for SPX dataset and after the weighted graph matching 
algorithms are applied, 80% for SP39 with the knowledge of oxidation states of cysteines. The 
accuracy and sensitivity for both dataset are lower than literature record and need further 
improvement. 
The above discussions are based on the assumption that number of disulfide bonds in the 
protein chain is known beforehand or oxidation states of cysteines known. However, this 
information is not always available and accurate prediction is not guaranteed. Without the pre-
knowledge of number of disulfide bonds, it was found that the SVM model which incorporated 
the anchor region information is able to act as a pre-screen for possible disulfide bond forming 
pairs. It eliminates 92% of the non-disulfide bonded pairs from the overwhelmingly large pool of 
possible cysteine pairs and keeping 85% of the bounded cysteine pairs for further processing.       
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
7.1 Conclusion of this research effort 
In this research, oxidation states of cysteines and the correct pairings of cysteines to form 
disulfide bonds on protein chains were studied. Models to predict the oxidation states of 
cysteines were developed with machine learning techniques such as Support Vector Machines 
(SVMs) and Associative Neural Networks (ASNN). Result indicates that the oxidation states of 
amino terminal cysteines infer the oxidation states of other cysteines in the same protein chain. 
By incorporating the oxidation states of N-terminus cysteines, flanking sequences of cysteines 
and global information on the protein chain (number of cysteines, length of the chain and amino 
acids composition of the chain etc.) into SVM encoding, accuracy of 95% is achieved. This is 
5% higher than the current record. Satisfactory prediction results were also observed with the 
newer and more inclusive SPX dataset, especially for chains with higher number of cysteines. 
Compared with the literature, our approach is a one-step prediction system which is easier to 
implement and use. A side by side comparison of SVM and ASNN was conducted. Results 
indicate that SVM outperform ASNN on this particular problem. 
For the prediction of correct pairings of cysteines to form disulfide bonds, we first 
studied disulfide connectivity by calculating the local interaction potentials between the flanking 
sequences of the cysteine pairs. The obtained interaction potential was further adjusted by the 
coefficients related to the existence of binding anchors during disulfide formation and also by the 
linear distance between the cysteine pairs. Finally, maximized weighted matching algorithm was 
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applied and performance of the interaction potentials evaluated. Overall prediction accuracy is 
unsatisfactory.  
SVM was used to predict the disulfide connectivity with the assumption that oxidation 
states of cysteines on the protein are known. Information on binding region during disulfide 
formation, distance between cysteine pairs, global information of the protein chain and the 
flanking sequences around the cysteine pairs were included in the SVM encoding. Prediction 
results illustrated the advantage of using anchor region information.  
7.2 Future directions in improving the prediction of oxidation states of cysteines 
Based on our current results in prediction of oxidation states of cysteines, it is believed 
that the predictive accuracy may be further improved by inclusion of more sequence features 
such as secondary structure and solvent accessibility.  Also we propose to convert the problem 
into a 3-class classification problem. Details can be found in the next two sub sections.  
7.2.1 Improve the accuracy by introducing more sequence features 
The current research used less assumption than the literature and obtained an overall 
accuracy of 95%. It can be further improved by either reducing the assumption made on the 
amino terminal cysteines or by using more comprehensive encoding schemes.  
To reduce or totally eliminate the assumptions on the protein chain, we propose a two 
step process. The first step is to capture the information provided by amino terminal. Previous 
testings have already shown that the oxidation states of amino terminal shed lights on the 
oxidation states of other cysteines on the chain,  and the flanking sequences around cysteines as 
well as the global amino acid composition helps define the oxidation states of cysteines too. 
Therefore, the partial sequence information on the amino end of chain in combination with the 
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flanking sequence and global sequence composition may be just enough for us to predict the 
oxidation states of cyesteines on the amino end. Once the oxidation states of the amino terminal 
cysteines are predicted with decent accuracy, it is easy to eliminate the assumption used 
previously and predict the oxidation states of other cysteines on the chain.  This process is 
illustrated in the figure below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23  Proposed two-step approach to predict the oxidation states of cysteines without 
assumptions. 
 
 
In addition, it is also possible to adopt a more comprehensive encoding scheme in our 
prediction. So far what we have used in our prediction is physical chemical properties of flanking 
sequences and sequence composition information of the whole chain. Secondary structure 
information and solvent accessibility information has not been incorporated into the current 
prediction model. Literatures19,28,50 have shown these can be valuable if used properly.  
Moreover, a valuable constraint which is that oxidized cysteines have to appear in the 
protein in pairs has not been fully utilized in our current research work. An effective way to use 
this property needs to be integrated into our current system. What we propose here is adding a 
step. The value returned by SVM for each cysteine can represent the probability of a cysteine 
Predict the first 2 
cysteines’ states 
Predict the other 
cysteines’ state 
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residue being in oxidized form or reduced form. When the total number of oxidized cysteines 
ends up an odd number for a chain, we can check the probability of that residue and determine to 
find an additional cysteine as oxidized or to eliminate a cysteine that was predicted to be 
oxidized.  
7.2.2 Improving the prediction accuracy by using improved SVM 
If examined closely, it can be found that the oxidation state of cysteines is actually a 3-
class classification problem rather 2-class. This is because among oxidized cysteines, there are 
two cases. One is cysteines oxidized to form inter-chain disulfide bonds and the other is 
cysteines oxidized to form intra-chain disulfide bonds. Although both form disulfide bonds, the 
functional role and stability 118 , 119  may vary from each other.  And there may be sequence 
information around which manifests these differences and these can be captured by the SVM. 
Currently, the literatures on prediction of oxidation states all combine the reduced cysteines 
together with the cysteines that form inter-chain disulfide bonds into one big class and call them 
reduced in general and make it a two-class classification problem. How valid this combination is 
has never been studied before. To further improve the prediction accuracy, it is necessary to 
capture the detailed differences between the three classes without arbitrarily combination of 
different classes.  
Support vector machine has been proven to outperform conventional classifiers especially 
for cases where the training dataset is not too big and the two classes does not intermingle. For 
multiple classes problem (n classes, for example), what a support vector can do is to transform 
the system into n two-class problems. Basically, it is to convert the problem into the ith class and 
the non-ith class. The drawback is that unclassifiable region exists and this in some cases results 
unsatisifiable prediction results. There has been some improved versions 120, 121 to solve the 
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problem. Kreßel et al120 converts the n-class problem to n(n−1)/2 two-class problems which 
cover all pairs of classes. This method is called pairwise classification. However, it was found 
that the unclassifiable region remains.  Decision-tree-based pairwise classification eliminates the 
unsatisfiable prediction results, but decision boundaries are changed as the order of tree 
formation is changed. Fuzzy SVM, on the other hand, claims to be able to resolve the 
unclassifiable region for multi class classification problem. It 122 , 123  has shown superior 
performance on a couple of benchmark data sets.   
 Based on the above, here we are proposing to improve the prediction accuracy of 
oxidation states of cysteines by solving the 3-class classification. We would try conventional n 
class classifications by SVM and also see if the improved SVMs could improve the accuracy 
further. We believe doing so will help us better understand the sequence environment of different 
cysteines under different oxidation states and this also will facilitate the prediction of disulfide 
formation on proteins. 
The natural occurrence of inter-chain disulfide bonds is about 11% in the protein level. 
However, one the dataset we have contains only 1% of such cysteines and the SPX dataset has 
specifically eliminated those chains with inter-chain disulfide bonds when compiling the dataset. 
Therefore the intra-chain bonded cysteines are greatly under represented. To have a multiple-
class SVM, we will also need to construct our own dataset to increase the population of proteins 
with inter-chain disulfide bonds. 
7.2.3 Improving the prediction accuracy calculating the decision tree 
The oxidation states of cysteines on the same protein chain are closely related to each 
other. This is because it has been shown that the knowledge of statistical oxidation patter of 
protein chains with similar number of cysteines on the chain in the dataset is able to greatly 
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improve the prediction model’s accuracy54. Also intuitively, the total number of oxidized 
cysteines are always even in a given chain (as far as intra-chain disulfide bonds are considered). 
Assigning the oxidation state of one cysteine has a significant influence on the assignment of 
other cysteines. Therefore we believe finding the decision tree of this oxidation state assignment 
process is essential to the success of the accuracy of prediction.    
7.3 Future direction on improving the accuracy of cysteine pairing prediction 
Preliminary results have shown that anchor identification does help with the prediction of 
disulfide bond prediction.  Compared with the record holder in literature, we have ok accuracy 
level before the maximum weighted matching algorithm is applied. However, after the maximum 
weighted matching algorithm, many of the correctly predicted cysteine pairs were simply 
eliminated, leading to inferior prediction results than the literature. A mechanisms that bring 
more restricting factors to further differentiate bonded cysteine pairs from those non-bonded is 
needed.   
A two level model to directly eliminate the false positives is also possible to give 
improved prediction. In the first level, current SVM encodings can be used to to have a initial 
screen. At the second level, more restrictions on those that were predicted to be disulfide bonded 
pairs can be applied. One of the possible restricting factors could be disulfide connectivity 
pattern (such as cysteine separation profile). Research has shown that by calculating the 
separation profile of paired cysteines, about 70%102 of chain level prediction accuracy can be 
achieved. We believe this may be our future direction for protein chains with relatively small 
number of disulfide bonds.  
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APPENDIX I  Amino acid representation68 based on their physical chemical properties  
 
 
  
five-layer networks trained with fiver parameter set 
name 1D 2D 3D 
ALA 0.01 0.13 0.06 0.23 0.19 0.19 
GLY 0 0 0 0 0 0.09 
VAL 0.93 0.26 0.11 0.89 0.29 0.84 
LEU 0.94 0.78 0.23 0.98 0.39 0.48 
ILE 0.94 0.44 0.15 1 0.29 1 
PHE 0.96 0.92 0.23 0.93 0.59 0.36 
TYR 0.96 0.94 0.3 0.5 0.75 0.16 
TRP 1 0.98 0.15 0.95 1 0.11 
THR 0.74 0.18 0.13 0.41 0.32 0.52 
SER 0.03 0.12 0.09 0.16 0.3 0.1 
ARG 0.5 1 1 0.05 0.96 0 
LYS 0.47 0.97 1 0.02 0.75 0 
HIS 0.69 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.65 0.05 
ASP 0.09 0.07 0.4 0.23 0.27 1 
GLU 0.12 0.13 0.45 0.27 0.4 0.76 
ASN 0.37 0.59 0.55 0.11 0.49 0.04 
GLN 0.34 0.67 0.45 0.2 0.55 0.09 
MET 0.94 0.84 0.3 0.73 0.52 0.21 
PRO 0.77 0.18 0.09 0.7 0.17 0.71 
CYS 0.92 0.21 0.02 0.93 0.3 0.44 
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APPENDIX II: Contact potentials used for calculation of amino acid interaction 
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Appendix III: Publication list  
1. Aiguo Du, Yi Pan, Prediction of oxidation states of cysteines (in preparation)  
2. A Du, Y Pan, Amino terminus cysteines infer the oxidation states of other cysteines on 
protein chain, Accepted ANNIE 2007, St Louis, Missouri, Nov 11-14, 2007 
3. A Du, X Hu, Y Pan, Prediction of the disulphide bridges in proteins using SVM, 
International Journal of Bioinformatics Research and Applications, Vol. 3, No. 2, 2007, 
pp. 223 – 233 
4. A Du, Y Pan, Improved algorithms on ant colony optimization in routing, 2003 regional 
ACM conference, Savannah, GA 
5. A Du, H. Ma, S. Chen, Review on discoloration of effluents from dying and printing 
plants, Dyeing and Printing, 1997, 22(5): 34-39 
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